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EDITORIAL ... 
In the Spring of 1983, the Illinois State Board of 
Education published the results of an extensive state-wide 
study of teacher education conducted by four "reactor 
panels" composed of appointed individuals with profession-
al expertise, interest, and commitment. Within a few weeks 
the call for reform in our preparation programs had swelled 
into state-wide debate. The ferment continues, the 
importance is enormous, and the outcome will affect the 
lives of all Illinois citizens. 
Entitled "A Study of the Quality of the Preparation and 
Performance of Educational Personnel," the report is 
laudable; we view it as an excellent discussion document, 
identifying and outlining, once again, the fundamental 
issues which must be addressed if the ultimate performance 
of educational personnel is to be improved. Like "A Nation 
at Risk" and other similar reports, however, it avoids the 
critical questions facing professional education policy-
makers. Few of us would, or could, argue with the broad 
issues and recommendations as stated by the reactor 
panels. The profession and the general public traditionally 
have agreed that teachers' salaries should be higher, 
professional incentives should be upgraded, and the 
"image" of education should be improved. The report is a 
first-rate re-statement of these needs, but the critical 
questions are not addressed - "How do we get there? 
Wtlat can we do? How should we finance it?" 
All of us in professional education have an "image" 
problem with the public and this is an area where we must 
begin immediately to take action. We must do more to 
improve the image of public education. Most of the other 
issues, however, (higher salaries, loan and scholarship 
programs, other incentives, more rigorous standards) are 
essential to the improvement of image. It seems to us that 
we cannot be very effective at improving our public image 
until we improve the "intra-image" of the profession . Such 
requirements cost money, and to effectively address those 
self-evident issues, we must begin at the beginning. Our 
task forces and study groups must develop strategies and 
action plans for working effectively with legislators, the 
IBHE, and other agencies concerned with funding. 
We support the recommendation that attention be 
directed to the establishment of more rigorous admission-
retentiQn criteria and a general upgrading of standards at all 
levels of professional education. At Eastern, we have made 
definite, substantial advances in this area during the past 
seven years, and our academic plan for the coming year 
stipulates further study and revision of criteria. 
We note, particularly, that part of the recommendation 
regarding standards which suggests that we should 
consider more rigorous high school work as part of 
admissions standards. This emphasizes the need implied by 
the report that the component groups of professional 
education - classroom teachers, school administrators, 
university professors, and policy boards - must unite in 
attacking the problems and improving our public relations. 
There is a real need to coordinate a commitment on the part 
of education at all levels to enhance the role and importance 
of teaching. Education is the most notorious of all the 
professions for constantly berating its own professional 
training and working conditions. As a profession, we are 
hurting ourselves by constantly publicizing the bad things in 
education, and allowing the good to be taken for granted. 
As a profession, we understand and accept this problem. 
Our study panels and committees must begin to develop 
specific strategies to help us market education in a more 
positive, appealing way. 
We agree with the comments of Dr. Nancy Quisenberry 
as summarized in the Minutes, March, 1983, of the State 
Teacher Certification Board. It is regrettable that an 
awareness and understanding of the steady progress in 
upgrading and evaluating program approval standards and 
criteria in Illinois is not reflected in the work of the reactor 
panels. In Illinois, and in the Nation, there has been a steady 
increase in the expectations and requirements that have 
been imposed on schools, colleges, and departments of 
education during the last seven years. Regulatory proce-
dures have been tightened and positive effects on teacher 
education have been accomplished. It is essential that our 
professional study committees understand and utilize these 
improvements and build upon the current mechanisms for 
strenghthening the rigor of professional standards. 
Finally, we recommend that the State institutions 
involved in teacher education work diligently and coopera-
tively to monitor the progress of the panels' recommenda-
tions. Some of the recommendations call for the 
establishment of specific minimum ACT scores, grade point 
averages, and clinical work requirements. Institutions 
should continuously and thoroughly examine any additional 
requirements that will be so specific as to take away the 
rights of the individual institutions to plan their professional 
curricula and make individual professional judgments re-
garding their programs. Currently, there is no solid, reliable 
research base supporting specific test scores, GPA's, or 
hours of clinical work as predictors of success in teaching. 
Many of our institutions have already established substantial 
requirements in these areas anyway, and it is ironic that 
during the last seven years' period of substantial voluntary 
(and legislated) strengthening of these requirements at 
Illinois institutions, the image of the quality of professional 
preparation has decreased. We must insist on reliable, 
supportive research as a prelude to further moves in these 
directions. In the meantime, universities should fight to 
preserve the current procedures of having each institution 
establish and justify its own professional standards within 
the appropriate statutory parameters. 
GUEST EDITORIAL . .. 
As almost every educator knows by now, "A Nation at 
Risk : The Imperative for Educational Reform" was 
published last April by the National Commission for 
Excellence in Education. It represents the most recent in a 
seemingly endless series of panel reports purporting to tell 
what is really wrong with schooling in America. 
Such flagellation of institutionalized learning is not an 
uncommon ritual, for schools in America have the 
characteristic of being universal (almost everyone who 
survives the system becomes an instant expert on its ills) ; 
schools are also very vulnerable (the monetary engine that 
drives the operation is at best a misfiring machine); and 
schools are distressingly close at hand (what happens in 
local classrooms is const rued to represent what happens 
nationwide). 
In fairness, th is report is a product of a blue-ribbon group 
representing various segments of the economic and 
academic community. But it is interesting (and somewhat 
ironic) to note that those persons who so alarmingly 
describe the plight of the institution are themselves not only 
the survivors of the system they excoriate, but also, one 
must presume, among those elite who actually thrived while 
they were in school. In the light of their success in the " real 
world," it is not surprising that these experts should 
recommend harder courses, longer school days, tougher 
grading, extended school years, more stringent testing, 
higher cut-off points for admission to teacher education, 
and increased homework for pupils at all levels of 
instruction . 
Indeed, it is this very attitude that patrons, parents, and 
some professionals have echoed over the years: more is 
better; harder learning is good learning; four years of math 
(or English, or history) is necessarily better than three years. 
The panels infers a hierarchy among courses, as analogies 
are drawn to "appetizer" courses and "main" courses. 
The findings of this panel in a time of political 
conservatism are surely consistent with recent criticisms of 
schooling from the Philosophical right. The "back to 
basics" movement has been afoot for at least a decade 
now, in part a relection of the belief of our highest national 
figures that while schools are in truth the backbone of our 
society (more important to national security than even 
military might or industrial strength , according to Gallup), 
the task of improving education is actually a very private and 
provincial responsibility. Thus the matter of reform is 
relegated to the 16,000 autonomour public districts (along 
with thousands of private schools) that are isolated by their 
differences and are desperately seeking adequate funding 
for whatever programs they can pull together. 
It is a sad commentary that education in this nation so 
gravely lacks a communal thrust and commitment. Aside 
from the occasional solemn pronouncements from presti-
gious panels such as this one, the sense of direction in our 
schooling is confounded by quite diverse groups of people 
who find the local schoolhouse one last opportunity for 
by Hal Malehorn 
self-determination, especially in regard to spending taxes 
and tuition. 
As a matter of fact, that very expenditure is always a 
shade on the niggardly side, for while the self-serving 
politicians so casually demand high and noble things of our 
teachers, the American populace underwrites teachers' 
salaries at only a trifle above the officially designated 
poverty level - at least where newly-graduated teachers are 
concerned. And while there is admittedly no close 
correlation between income and professional performance, 
nevertheless such impecuniousness cannot help but tell the 
people who staff our classrooms - and their pupils as well 
- that teaching is really not as important as these ad hoc 
experts would have us believe. 
Since the "more is better" argument can, in the main, be 
rejected as the solution to our educational problems, there is 
need to look elsewhere for answers to the timeless and 
unarguable cry for improved instructional services. 
For one thing, we should avoid crisis calls which divert 
attention from significant changes while persuading us that 
the very vitality of the republic depends on our ability to woo 
from industry young college graduates prepared to teach, 
for example, mathematics and science. While such pleas 
(based in 1957 on national defense and now again on 
national survival) sometimes prompt Congress and state 
legislatures to act, to tie the entire educational effort into 
occasional soft spots in the job market (particularly the 
technological ones) is rather to miss the point of what an 
educated person is and what aspects of teaching need 
working on. 
Secondly, the assessment of pupil progress (and, by 
implication, of teacher performance) must be broadly 
interpreted . The panel at hand seems to hold to the 
redoubtable but discredited "grades are reliable indicators 
of achievement" position. This viewpoint assumes that 
there are no viable measurements besides giving grades, 
and that marks convey an uncontestably objective summa-
tion of pupil attainment. Similarly, the inevitable standardiz-
ed testing that has for generations been so mindlessly 
associated with evaluating students is foolishly promoted 
here as the ultimate indicator of whether or not the schools 
and the people who work in them are really doing their jobs. 
It is also essential to realize that a massive movement 
toward reshaping teachers' skills and attitudes is not likely 
to occur in the immediate future. Someone has pointed out 
that the entire amount of money budgeted by the Federal 
government for researching and disseminating information 
about teaching is equivalent to the cost of only two fighter 
airplanes of modest size. It is obvious that political bodies 
these days are not really interested in backing with dollars 
the kinds of experimentation and renewal that attained 
considerable public notice during the era of the 1960's. 
Sadly, even in those halcyon days in education the exciting 
and encouraging reforms funded by corporations and 
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governmental agencies tended to wither away whenever 
special funding dried up. 
Any reform that is destined to last will result from 
individual effort alone. Improvement of instruction occurs 
only as individual teachers work on it behind classroom 
doors. And thus it has ever been. Heroic energies from time 
to time indeed do change institutions and transform young 
lives; but these never happen in the aggregate. Where 
genuine improvement has been effected in the educational 
establishment, it has occurred only because of the 
commitment of a "critical mass" of professionals represent-
ing (if one is to believe John Goodlad, whose term is here 
borrowed to represent this small band of reformers) fewer 
than 5% of the faculty of any school. It is these people, 
Goodlad suggests, who find something special to accom-
plish, who set their own goals, and who, regardless of 
community backing or professional support, set about to 
accomplish these objectives. 
In that sense, then, if the education of the "nation at risk" 
is to be any better next year, next decade, or next century, 
the improvement will come not at the hands of those 
professionals who look back or look around, but who 
choose to look within. 
FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK . .. 
Rives Named Sixth President of Eastern By Lola McElwee Staff Writer, Coles County Times-Courier 
Stanley Rives has been appoint 
ed president of Eastern lllinoii 
University. 
The Board of Governors recently 
ended a search that began when 
former president Daniel E. Marvin 
announced his resignation in 
March by naming Rives Eastern's 
sixth president. 
Rives' appointment took effect 
immediately. He was chosen over 
DR. STAN RIVES two other finalists, including Tho-
mas Porter, currently vice presi-
dent for academic affairs at the 
University of Connecticut, and Donald Schwartz, currently 
chancellor at the University of Colorado. 
Rives, who had been Eastern's acting president since July 
1, said that he thinks the BOG's decision is "great" and he 
went to work right away. 
For the time being, Rives has identified and set three 
long-range goals for the university. They are: to enhance 
the quality of Eastern's educational programs, to maintain 
enrollment at about 10,000 students, and to deal with the 
underfunding problem Eastern is facing. 
Rives said the most important goal is maintaining a quality 
education at the university. 
"At Eastern, we continue to believe that an investment in 
education - the development of our human resources - is 
the best investment we can make to assure the future 
strength of Illinois and the nation," Rives said. 
He said he would like to see Eastern's enrollment stabilize 
at about 10,000 students as long as resources to support 
them are available. Coinciding with that goal is his hope to 
solve the underfunding problem and get "an adequate 
budget" for the university. 
"The university has a fine reputation as a place where 
students can be assured of getting a good education at 
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reasonable cost, and as a place where faculty and staff 
genuinely care about students as individuals," he said. 
In the time he has been at Eastern, Rives said, he has 
"come to know the institution and its people very well." He 
added that he hopes he can "begin to deal with problems 
with that kind of a knowledge base." 
Following Rives' appointment, BOG chairman Dominick 
Bufalino said the board's experience with Rives, both before 
and after he was named acting president, has been 
"eminently satisfactory." 
"He (Rives) has an excellent background in both 
academic and administrative areas and will serve Eastern 
and public higher education with distinction," Bufalino said. 
Nancy Froelich, who was chairman of the BOG search 
committee, said Rives has demonstrated a "comprehensive 
background in academic matters and administration." 
Rives, a native of Decatur, received his bachelor's and 
master's degrees in speech communication from Illinois 
State University. He received his doctorate in speech from 
Northwestern University. 
He began teaching in 1955 as director of forensics at West 
Virginia University and also taught at Northwestern and 
Elmhurst College before taking a position with Illinois State 
University in 1958. 
At ISU, he moved up through the ranks in the speech 
department and became chairman of the department in 
1967. In 1968 he was named assistant dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
He was named associate provost and dean of instruction 
in 1976 and held that position until he came to Eastern in 
January 1981 to replace Thomas Bond as vice president for 
academic affairs. 
Rives and his wife, Sandy, live in Charleston with their 
son. Their daughter is a graduate student at the University 
of Illinois. 
Grade Point Averages by Robert Saltmarsh 
Recently, our attention was called to the fact that G.P.A. 's in the School of Education at 
Eastern tend to run higher than in the other academic units of the University. This has created 
~ome_ ~iscussion among the faculty. Dr. Robert Saltmarsh rook the time to distill his thoughts 
in wntmg and to share a copy with the Vice President for Academic Affairs. He in turn shared 
them with all of the academic deans at the institution. 
We do not know when thf: cor:,troversy over grading or evaluation of students began, but it 
~eems as old as the profession (tse/f, and we dou~t that it will ever be resolved. Nevertheless, 
instru~tors and student~ benefit _when we take time to question the purpose, meaning, and 
techn,ques of our grading practices. The following comments by Dr. Saltmarsh deserve a 
careful and reflective reading. 
Dr. Robert Saltmarsh is 
Professor of Educational Psy-
chology and Guidance at 
Eastern Illinois University. 
W ith regularity, I and several of my colleagues are dunned 
about grading averages. I am often accused of pandering to 
students in order to be assured that I am well liked. While I 
will not deny that being liked is preferable over not being 
liked, I wish to correct the assumption that my motives 
originate in this area. 
Well established archives of educational research have, 
for decades now, provided strong though frequently 
disputed evidence that traditional grading practices interfere 
significantly with the processes of authentic and verifiable 
learning. 
Being a faculty member in the School of Education 
involved in the training of a new generation of educators, it 
is incumbent upon me to be responsive to the research in 
my field and to present its content. Even more important, it 
is incumbent upon me to practice what I preach. Established 
alternatives to traditional grading include: Multiple Marks 
System, Credit/No Credit, Contracted Learning, Mastery 
Learning, Anecdotal Reporting, Skills Checklist, Dossier 
Approach, Peer Evaluation, Self-Evaluation. 
Since there is evidence (albeit, controversial) that archaic 
grading practices either do not enhance learning or do 
actively interfere with significant aspects of the quality of 
learning processes, it seems to me that School of Education 
faculty should be in the forefront of exploration and 
applications of better ways of assessing learning outcomes. 
By the way, some evidence suggests that grading 
practices are really not attempts to quantify and assess 
learning, but rather are imposed by instructors for the 
purpose of motivating and maintaining student effort in the 
face of uninteresting or wearisome curriculum. SOE faculty 
could reasonably be expected to possess alternative 
motivation skills of much higher quality or to re-design 
curriculum which is intrinsically motivating. 
The computation of a G.P.A. implies that parametric 
assumptions are intact. However, basic awareness of 
statistical principles will provide ample caution about 
applying parametric operations to non-parametric samplings 
(particularly with nominal data). This alone should be 
enough to give pause to our friends who are troubled about 
averages being "too high" or for that matter "too low." 
If all my concerns about this matter are invalid, there 
seems small chance of harm. Each student who would 
suffer the burdens of my (ill-conceived) "liberalism" will 
enjoy many encounters with faculty (SOE and otherwise) 
who do not share my views. I contend that the ratio would 
be at least moderately weighted toward the traditional 
grading experience. It is also likely that instructors 
themselves would enjoy various levels of being liked or 
disliked regardless of their grading policies. 
At every re-write of my course structures I struggle with 
this issue in the search for optimal assessment format. One 
of my courses, EDP 4nO - Facilitating Interpersonal 
Relationships, is an experiential course based on group 
dynamics and the resulting processes. It is completely 
foreign to the traditional models of academic achievement 
and therefore should be offered only on a pass-incomplete 
basis. (This is impossible I am told for two rea~ons: 1. Only 
courses numbered below 4500 are eligible to be taken on a 
pass-incomplete basis; 2. There is a maximum quota for P/1 
options at the undergraduate level and to offer 4nO P / I only 
would exclude undergraduates whose quotas have been 
filled.) For the past twelve years I have been hypocritically 
assigning grades to participants in this course. Somebody 
- please help about that one I 
With other courses, I have designed and redesigned many 
formats for assessing learning outcomes. At the graduate 
level in counseling courses this is particularly futile. It makes 
little career difference if a student receives an A or B. It 
should make a difference if a student receives a "C." In 
graduate school folk tradition, an A is an A; a Bis a C; and a 
C is a D/F. We presumably credential competent counselors 
to intervene in peoples lives. A "C" counselor, if these 
symbols are legitimate, is an incompetent counselor. Yet it 
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is virtually unheard of that people who receive "C" in 
pre-practicum or practicum are prevented from graduating. 
In fact, our experience tells us that we are vulnerable to the 
dangers of outrage and even litigation in situations involving 
graduate students whose efforts result in more than 9 credit 
hours of "C". 
Returning to concerns about grade averages for 
undergraduates - SOE: It is obvious the SOE itself persists 
in the utilization of various forms of traditional grading 
despite strong and dominant evidence to the contrary in 
both educational and psychological research. It could be 
postulated that emerging teachers could be skillfully taught 
about the destructive effects of grades on learning and then 
be graded on their learning about grades and escape the 
paradox. Perhaps our SOE students are sufficiently dull or 
insensitive to tolerate these conflicting experiences. It then 
could easily be imagined, as an example, that such 
graduates in social sciences would be comfortable and see 
no difficulty at all in establishing a totalitarian classroom in 
order to expediently teach the virtues of democracy. 
Grade inflation is a problem within the context of the 
"education aristocracy". Those who cannot read are 
admitted to and sometimes even graduated from our 
colleges and universities. Thus, capable students' grades 
often offer no distinction from incapable ones and the elite 
must bear the same label (in grade form) as the peasantry. A 
grade is a remarkably superficial symbol which represents a 
very complex process. Unfortunately the artifacts attached 
to these cryptic symbols have corrupted the basic intention 
which is to inform the learner about the quantity/quality of 
learning achievement. Budgetary implications are implied 
when academic officers review GPA's from various 
departments and make judgements about the appropriate-
ness of these figures. Paradoxically, those departments 
whose GPA figures represent lower learning achievement 
seem favored over those whose figures represent higher 
levels of success. Lower GPA's presumably indicate the 
presence of rigor. Rigor itself would serve the aristocratic 
gain by filtering out the incapable students. A lower GPA 
could, however, just as easily indicate incompetent, 
arrogant teaching or capricious or poorly conceived 
curriculum. If any of these were the case the aristocratic 
purpose could easily be corrupted because the bright 
students would recognize these phenomena and withdraw 
from such courses, transfer to another institution, or 
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drop-out completely - leaving the less capable population 
intact. 
There also remains the possiblity that GPA's that are 
"too .. . " are the products of vacant minded, apathetic, 
unprincipled faculty who give good grades to avoid 
controversy, tension, or law suit; or who use attractive 
grades to gain political advantage such as consistently filling 
class rosters. 
In all my academic career of twenty-nine years, I haye 
regularly observed administrative officials devoting efforts 
to compiling GPA data and forwarding them to faculty. 
During the years a simple question has emerged for me: 
"What is the desired outcome that would result if all 
G.P.A.'s were appropriate?" If there is a well formed answer 
to this question, I hereby request that it be included in future 
communications about GPA's. I suggest the following 
format: "In order to achieve (desired outcome) ... we urge 
(you - your department - school) to take specific steps to 
(raise, lower) your GPA." If there is not a well formed 
answer to the question. I hereby request that future 
communication about GPA's be deleted and the conserved 
efforts be applied to other concerns which are blessed with 
precisely defined desired outcomes. 
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Some Observations on Teaching from P .A.C. T. by Hal Malehorn 
The follow_ing comments were pu_blished recently in People Advancing College Teachin 
(PA en, a pr,vately endowed professional newsletter published in Charleston by Professor Hi! 
Malehorn . 
Hal Malehorn is Professor 
of Elementary Education at 
Eastern Illinois University. 
BACK IN THE STONE AGE, when I was preparing to 
teach, The Art of Teaching, by Gilbert Highet, was extolled 
by my pro!essors as the apotheosis of pedagogy. I recently 
had occasion to read once again this classic work· but at the 
distance of some 30 years, I was appalled at the author's 
indifference and ignorance in many instances. 
"I~ _certa},n i~stitutions, and given certain rather special 
cond1t1ons, H1ghet advises, "someone who hates large 
groups and is nervous among young people can still be 
accepted and admitted as a teacher. A scholar, for instance 
who has spent a generation learning a difficult subject ma; 
not know how to teach it and may be embarrassed or 
repell~d by having a youthful audience. But if his reputation 
and his knowledge are distinguished enough, they will hold 
the attention, even when he himself is dull and inaudible. 
Many of his hearers will go away stimulated, not by his 
teaching, but by the excitement of contact, however 
remote, with a distinguished mind. Many of the world's 
great _universities contain such scholars. Usually they are 
shockingly bad teachers during the first twenty or thirty 
yea_rs, and continue to be bad teachers when they reach 
!heir peak; but by the time they have mastered genetics or 
iconography, most of the work of teaching is done for them, 
by the accumulated power of their knowledge. Their classes 
sit silent, attentive, eager. Their thin flat voices are 
magnified by the attention of their pupils. Incomplete ideas 
are filled in, obscure trains of thought are illuminated, by 
the keenness of the audience." 
I can hardly imagine a definition of teaching more 
misleading than the one Highet promotes. It perhaps sound-
ed eloquently compelling to a college sophomore in 1950; 
but I seriously doubt it was, in fact, appropriate for either 
those antediluvian days of for today's classroom practice. 
Indeed, I had the opportunity to participate personally in 
some deadly dull lectures from the brilliant minds Highet so 
passionately describes. But I cannot attest to the persuasive 
intellectuality of those professors who were so poorly 
schooled in instructional techniques. There is a certain 
magical quality implicit in Highet's notion: the somnolent 
student will miraculously respond to the faintly discernible 
genius struggling to be born from the professor's brain. The 
ephemeral glow radiating from the person on the dais will 
somehow suffuse the lecture hall, and the miasma of 
indifference and puzzlement will suddenly clear away in the 
glow of the professor's lifetime of accumulated information. 
In short, one need only to wait for a generation or two, and 
the full impact of such teaching will make itself known. 
In contradiction to this laissez-faire and fairly lazy 
delineation of the professional's responsibility, I can 
personally attest to at least two dreadful sets of experiences 
during my undergraduate days. One of these was "Dr. 
Vague," whose real name closely resembled our nickname 
she had so fittingly won. It was her monotonous and 
obfuscatory lectures that largely turned me away from her 
spe~ialty as a potential major. And not long afterward I once 
again changed majors mainly to get away from a two-man 
education department, the star member of which was a man 
who seemed somehow to have already been on campus 
when the walls of Old Main were erected well before the 
Civil War. Dear " Dr. C." croaked along in his dry and listless 
way_ hour after hour those precious spring days of 1951, 
reciting almost verbatim the complete contents of our 
textbook - which, by and by, he had written. The tedium 
was punctuated only by the flies raging at the window 
panes, and the quiet clicking of the knitting needles wielded 
by women in the back row who relentlessly purled garmets 
for their boyfriends, thus purloining the time. 
Enough of this foolishness, Gilbert, old boy! Teachers are 
acting people, not just muddled thinkers in repose! Nor are 
good teachers mainly those who collect and conserve data 
as entomologists collect their specimens. A teacher better 
is an enabler, a motivator, a master of methods designed t~ 
seduce. And even though Highet cites Albert Einstein as the 
ultimate example of someone who could teach only by 
emanating rays of wisdom, the fact of the matter is that 
Einstein never made his reputation as a teacher. And while it 
might have been great fun to hear him speak, one cannot 
safely assume that in so listening, one would necessarily 
have learned that much about physics. 
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POINT-OF-VIEW . .. 
Writing as a Personal and Professional 
Responsibility: Beyond the Publish 
or Perish Syndrome 
Ron Abrell 
If you do not express your own original ideas, if you do not listen 
to your own being, you will have betrayed yourself. Also you will 
have betrayed our community in failing to make your contribution to 
the whole. 
-Rollo May in The Courage to Create. 
Ron Abrell is Assistant to 
the Dean of the College of 
Education and professor of 
Educational Administration 
and Supervision at Western 
Illinois University. He has 
been a teacher at several 
levels of education, is the 
author of many art icles pub-
lished in professional jour-
nals , is a professional speak-
er and consultant to business 
and education , and is cur-
rently the president of the 
American National Business 
Hall of Fame. 
Ideally, most teacher educators agree that sharing their 
experiences and ideas in writing with others is a 
responsibility not to be taken lightly. However, when it 
comes to converting the spoken ideal into the written word, 
many educators come up short. Although uncommonly 
impolitic to say so, the record shows that writing is not a 
central interest of teacher educators . In fact, professors of 
education spend only a small amount of time writing 
professionally, and they typically have no burning desire to 
increase the limited amount of writing they do commit to 
paper. Parenthetically, if writing is restricted to work that 
produces meaningful reform and significant change in 
teacher educatior:i, it is disturbingly apparent that the 
writing produced by teacher educators is distressingly small 
in quantity and comparatively insignificant in impact. The 
history of education, regretfully but clearly, indicates that it 
is often the written works of Rousseau, Franklin, Hutchins, 
Silberman, Skinner, Glasser, and other non-teacher 
educators which provoke fundamental changes in the 
profession Gilbert Highet ( 1976) has correctly called 
"immortal ." 
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I write for several reasons . . . I have a deep conviction that those 
who have the privilege of doing research are working with new data 
and h~ve an obligation to feed back into the system - hopefully to 
contnbute new knowledge that will make the world a better place. 
-David E. Rogers in Writing for Professional Publication by 
William Van Ti/ 
Lest the reader draw the hasty conclusion that the writer 
is being negatively critical of teacher educators, it must be 
quickly added that it is easy to understand why many 
professors of education do not write prolifically. Most 
persons who choose to become teachers do so because of 
their desire to teach others about the ideas, events, and 
challenges of both the past and present. Because 
com~etent teaching takes enormous physical energy, much 
emotional stamina, and assiduous preparation, those who 
teach are hard-pressed to find large portions of uninter-
rupted time and the heavy stores of energy necessary for 
th~ _stre~uous and enervating task of writing. In addition, 
w~1t1ng ~s never easy, and regardless of the competency 
with which one writes, it is rarely to one's total satisfaction . 
Writing is something akin to transforming blood into ink, 
~nd the ~o~t John. Ciardi gives some hint of the difficulty 
mv~lved in Just getting down to writing when he says: "The 
maJor problem in writing is to go into a room, close the 
door, and put your butt on the chair and leave it there." 
C~nsider~ng ~hi~ a~d much more too lengthy for a piece of 
this brevity, 1t 1s little wonder that the majority of teacher 
educators give priority to teaching rather than writing. 
Many professors of teacher education also tend to see 
themselves as pr~ctitioners and doers who must constantly 
address the practical problems associated with teaching and 
feel that they must continually focus their attention on the 
needs of their students. This practical persuasion on the 
p~rt of tea_cher educators leads to a near total engrossment 
with practical problems and immediate results. As a matter 
of fact, persons working in the classroom who must deal 
with rapidly developing and continuing problems on the 
firing-line openly announce that they do not have time to 
write; and simultaneously, they are often critical and 
suspicious of those who do find a way to write. Further-
more, wrestling with and resolving the immediate and 
practical sometimes even carries with it a kind of reverse 
arrogance which holds that: "Who has time to write? I'm 
busy with problems that won't wait and have to be solved 
now. Besides, half of the people who write all of that theory 
are completely out of touch with reality." For those who 
must continually grapple with the practical and apply their 
art and craft to resolving urgent problems, there is a belief 
(and some solace) in Booker's Law which states: "An ounce 
of application is worth a ton of abstraction." Although this 
sort of mentality is guilty of what Alfred North Whitehead 
called the "fallacy of misplaced concreteness," it is 
characteristic of many teacher educators. 
Several teacher educators do not write because they are 
convinced that to write solely to gain promotion or tenure is 
fundamentally dishonest. They believe that it is unethical to 
sink into the quagmire of the "publish-or-perish" syndrome, 
and that if one writes, he should do so because he 
truly has something to say worth saying and wishes to share 
it with others. How many times is something like the 
following heard in the academy? "I really want to write, but 
I'm not going to do it just to get published in order to get 
promoted." Although the attitude of "the motive ought to 
be pure" when writing is to be commended, being 
recognized and rewarded for creating something of value is 
also laudable. The obvious way out of this ethical dilemma 
is, of course, to begin with the motivation to discover, 
inform, enlighten, and inspire others; and then, if external 
recognition comes from one's colleagues or the larger 
profession, that is all to the good too. In large measure, this 
is what Gertrude Stein (1952) was driving at when she said, 
"You will write, if you will write without thinking of the 
result in terms of a result, but think of the writing in terms of 
discovery" (p. 159). Nevertheless, some professors of 
education remain convinced that too many educators write 
for the wrong reasons and do not wish to become a part of 
what they consider to be unethical behavior. 
The purpose of this piece is to contend that teacher 
educators should write because it is a personal and 
professional responsibility to do so. Although the primary 
motive for writing should not be publication alone, teacher 
educators can and ought to publish in journals related to 
their profession and in monographs, newsletters, and 
newspapers read by their colleagues. It certainly is possible 
to publish in journals such as the Journal of Teacher 
F.ducation, Action in Teacher Education, Education Journal, 
~---------'"""--r~~ .. -~ 
"JUST A LITTLE MORE RESEARCH'1 
AND I'LL BE READY TO WRITE." 
and many ATE and AACTE state affiliate publications. 
Beyond publishing , however, teachers have a special 
obligation to themselves and their profession to put into 
writing their thought and experiences. In doing so, they 
are- in Norman Cousins' ( 1981) words- helping others to 
"discover new truths and new possibilities within them-
selves" (p. 175). Furthermore, writing will enable teacher 
educators to become better informed, learn more about the 
writing process, share important insights with others, and 
contribute to the educational and pedagogical wisdom of 
the ages. To be more detailed and specific, teacher 
educators should write for at least the following reasons. 
First, teacher educators ought to write because they have 
much to contribute to their colleagues, profession, and 
society itself. As individuals among other individuals, and as 
professionals amidst other professionals, it is everyone's 
responsibility to contribute to the larger affairs of mankind, 
to that which is more profound, more ideal, and more 
lasting than one's own self. As professional educators, 
those preparing teachers have a pressing obligation to share 
ideas, techniques, problems, and possible answers. All 
effective teacher educators try new ideas and methods 
which are successful in enriching and enhancing their 
teaching. They owe it to themselves and to their fellow 
professionals to share their experiences, both those who 
succeed and those who fail, so that unsuccessful practices 
can be jettisoned and successful practices may be applied, 
developed, and perfected by the profession as a whole. 
Placed in this frame of reference, the teacher educator-as-
writer becomes a creator of alternatives, making it possible 
for others to exercise increased choices concerning their 
teaching and professional destiny. 
Second, teacher educators ought to write because it can 
be a very gratifying experience. To move beyond simply 
giving one's self out in words and commit to writing one's 
thoughts, is to realize that tomorrow's teachers and learners 
may be influenced by the recorded work one has done. To 
see one's own name and ideas in print is ego-rewarding in 
that we realize that we will live beyond our own death. 
Providing illumination, perspective, options, and under-
standing for both present and future generations is indeed a 
worthy undertaking that anyone can be proud of. While all 
teacher educators provide enlightenment, information, and 
understanding verbally, the teachers who supplement what 
they say with the written word have increased their chances 
for making a difference. Even if others of our time do not 
read what we have written, we know that we have set down 
in a measurable way at least some of what we believe and 
teach for eternity and posterity. 
Third, teacher educators should write because they will 
discover the importance of disciplining themselves to a 
challenging project, doing battle with it, and persisting until 
it is a finished product. As most competent professional 
educators know, it becomes effortlessly easy to get caught 
up into a routine, regimentation, and rut of verbalizing in the 
classroom and shooting the bull in the hallway, lounge, or 
office. Conscientious writing requires dedication, tenacity, 
patience, imagination, and the willingness to forego 
immediate gratification. It is laborious, emotionally draining, 
mentally tiring, and physically exhausting. The demands 
and challenges posed by writing can perhaps be glimpsed 
by relating a classic story involving the wit and wisdom of 
Oscar Wilde . The story has it that Wilde was attending a 
weekend party and appeared for breakfast but soon retired 
to his room where he remained for the rest of the day. When 
he appeared for a late dinner, the hostess inquired of Wilde 
as to what he had been doing all day long . Without pause, 
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or blink of the eye, he retorted, "Lady, I have been writing, 
and I spent the morning putting a comma in and the 
afternoon taking it out!" While it is difficult to top such 
clarifying repartee, John Mason Brown (1981), summarized 
both the difficulty and reward of writin_g with a more serious 
one-liner in Cousins' Human Options when he said, 
"Writing is the sweetest agony known to man" (p. 186). He 
is correct in the sense that it is a struggle that brings about 
both fatigue and inspiration. 
Fourth, teacher educators should write because they will 
achieve a better understanding and appreciation of the 
importance of expressing ideas for a particular audience for 
a specific reason. They will discover how vital it is to be 
straightforward and to find the proper words, structure, and 
style which will enable them to precisely state something 
which needs to be said clearly to others who wish or need to 
hear it. Writing forces one to systematically think abouc 
what he wants to say, why it needs to be said, how it should 
be said, to whom it should be said, and when it should be 
said. Serious writers-be they novelists, journalists, or 
teacher educators-take the measure of events, define 
problems, identify issues, set forth values involved, and 
creatively underscore possible courses of action. All of this 
involves gathering, analyzing, interpreting, organizing, and 
sharing knowledge with others in a no-nonsense, com-
prehensible way. In short, putting one's ideas in writing 
clarifies and organizes thought in a manner that talking 
never will. 
Fifth, teacher educators ought to write because doing so 
gives them a disciplined opportunity to examine their own 
teaching, a chance to explore their own feelings about their 
work, and the potential for expressing their views in a form 
of art. Successful teacher educators are thinking, feeling, 
intuitive, and sensitive human beings who ostensibly have 
an elemental need to share their experiences with others. 
Not only are teachers motivated by the need to share 
experiences, but also-perhaps more than other helping 
professionals-they possess a need to creatively express 
themselves. As George Orwell (1954) pointed out more than 
A 
"I WOULD LIKE TO WRITE BUT 
I JUST DON'T HA VE THE TIME." 
a quarter of a century ago, we will all try to put our creative 
selves to work even in writing the most boring of reports, 
brochures, and pamphlets. Not only does writing offer one a 
means for meeting creative needs, but at the same time, it 
satisfies certain contributive and therapeutic needs. 
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Writing, like all art, gives one a socially acceptable release 
valve, is a vehicle for coping with the bothersome, and a 
forum for announcing that which is unacceptable. It calls for 
total involvement, devours the imagination, drains the 
brain, and all the while, brings with it replenishment and 
renewal. In an existential sense, writing is living creatively 
and affirming our experience in a lasting way. In the words 
of the "meaning-in-life" seeking Dubin of Malamud's 
Dubin's Lives (1979), "Writing is a mode of living. If I write, I 
live" (p. 105). 
Sixth, teacher educators should write in order to help 
develop the still imperfect art, craft, and science of 
teaching. Teacner educators are seasoned practitioners 
who - by blending the ideal with the real, combining the 
best of the past with the present, unifying the academic and 
practical, and marrying theory with action - have a realistic 
view of what works and what doesn't. They are close 
enough to both the ivory tower and the real world of the 
classroom to see things as they are, to know what is 
possible versus what is probable, and to put all of this into 
writing for others to read and digest. Teacher educators are 
perhaps the only academicians who really never have to 
choose between the ivory tower and the public arena. 
Effective professors of teacher education typically have 
some working relationship with both and are at reasonable 
liberty to move from one to the other according to their 
interests and concerns. As a result, competent teacher 
educators usually have enough respect in both the 
university and public school sectors to be read when they 
write something of worth. Again, they are ethically 
obligated to share their knowledge, experiences, and 
successes in writing for possible use by their professional 
colleagues. To not do so constitutes an enormous waste of 
talent, experience, insight, and educational wisdom. 
Seventh, teacher educators ought to write to push the 
profession of teaching in a certain direction, to change 
others' ideas about what the teaching profession can 
become, and to alter their colleagues' point of view about 
the kind of society which all teachers can help to build. As 
George Orwell once said, "I write because there is some lie I 
"I WOULD DO SOME WRITING 
IF I COULD JUST GET AW A Y 
FROM THESE BLASTED PHONES." 
~~ 
want to expose, some fact to which I want to draw 
attention, and my initial concern is to get a hearing" (p. 
326). Along the same lines, novelist Joan Didion (1976) 
wrote, "In many ways writing is the act of saying I, of 
imposing one's self upon other people, of saying listen to 
me, see it my way, change your mind" (p.2). Real and great 
teachers have to believe they can make a difference in the 
way things are and will be in the future. The best way to 
make sure that one has his say in the larger scheme of 
things is to supplement verbal teaching with written work. 
Norman Cousins makes this point clear and definite when 
he writes that, "There can be no civilization without 
progress, no progress without ideas, and no ideas without 
books. The writer helps to furnish the basic energy for 
human advance" (pp. 179-180). 
Last, but certainly not least, serious writing helps one to 
grow and develop not only as a person but also as a 
professional. As a teacher educator, one has a unique 




opportunity to create a way of living that encoura~es the 
habits of perfecting one's self. There are few professions on 
a level with teaching that offer one the opportunity for 
teaching, creating, helping, learning, and writing, ~II of 
which are growth-oriented. In particular, writing furrnsh~s 
one with the opportunity to artistically fashion or form his 
own self as he works to perfect his ideas, shape disparate 
facts into some meaningful whole, and construct an 
air-tight case for a particular point of vie~. . 
Writing develops a kind of self-reflective style ?r ~tt1t~de 
which keeps our innermost being awake. The writers mind 
will not permit important events and ideas to pass by 
without attempting to formulate them, laying bare their 
implications, deciding how critical they really are, an~, if 
they deserve it, molding and articulating them into 
productive shape. Writing begets writing in the sense that 
once a piece is finished there is always another one to be 
done. Because each article or book is different, one is 
forced to begin the struggle anew, to stretch one's mind, to 
bring form to chaos, and to develop further one's creative 
powers of expression. In some sense, writing as an art form 
is a vehicle for one's own need to give creative expression to 
his being, to record one's struggle to make sense out of the 
world, and to continue the fascinating but challenging 
journey toward a more complete professional career and 
becoming a better human being. 
In summary, teacher educators should write because they 
have much to share with others, and they also have the duty 
to share at least some of what they know with others. 
Teacher educators, by the very nature of their profession, 
must enlighten and stimulate action, the precise function of 
all art, and certainly, writing. To write is to engage in a noble 
undertaking, and teacher educators who do a good job of it 
are helping their colleagues to know more, to be inspired, 
and to take action in behalf of their students and civilization 
itself. Good writing enables us to increase our self-worth, 
our usefulness to others, and remain part of the human 
drama throughout the ages. Finally, it must be said that 
much of the writing which leaves its mark is not of the 
pressure brought to bear by the publish or perish syndrome. 
To the contrary, the pressure to publish or perish often 
blocks spontaneity, creativity, and growth among many 
teacher educators. Put poetically, both this thought and the 
large article may be summarized in what the author has 
modestly chosen to call: 
Short Ode to Teacher Educators Who Would Write 
If publish or perish is the name of the game, 
Then the price to be paid is not worth the fame; 
If, on the other hand, caring and sharing is what it's all 
about, 
Then, by all means, pick up the pen and enter the bout; 
If personal growth and professional service are part of the 
reward, 
Then, whatever you do, don't let publish or perish 
become your lord I 
·P . 
"GEE, WRITING IS HARD WORK! " 
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Non-White Colleges in a Neo-Conservative 
Landscape: A Plea for Excellence 
Joe Kincheloe 
Non-white colleges face tough times in a society which has stepped back from its 
commitment to egalitarianism. Conservatives have rarely championed non-white education, but 
the election of 1980 has alerted us to a new "moderate consensus" which rejects the social 
goals which many moderates once espoused. The election of 1982 has not altered the basis on 
which this "moderate consensus " rests, and no new commitment to non-white education has 
emerged. In this new landscape educators at non-white colleges must hold their standards high 
to negate criticism that degrees are "given away" at minority institutions. Teacher education 
programs at minority colleges are particularly the targets of such attacks . 
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The days of easy money are over for predominantly non-
white colleges. There was a time, the golden days in the 
eyes of many, when federal grant monies to minority 
colleges flowed like Great Society optimism. The Reagan 
administration is simply not committed to the important task 
of non-white higher education. Despite assurances in 
speeches before organizations like the NAACP, the 
president and his advisors have little interest in higher 
education for blacks, Indians, or Hispanics. Certainly, this is 
no secret. Those of us outside of the Reagan inner circle 
sometimes wonder if he really believes that his economic, 
social, and educational policies serve the best interests of 
minorities. All the proof of the emptiness of the Reagan 
rhetoric needed by the non-whites is their exposure to the 
views of the hard-core Reagan constituency - the group 
which propelled him into politics, applauded his most hard 
shell pronouncements, and fought in convention after 
convention for his nomination. The group has never 
distinguished itself as the champion of racial equality in 
America. 
While Reagan's solid one-third is certainly not the friend 
of minority higher education, it is not this group which is 
causing the present retreat from our egalitarian social 
commitment. It is the moderate one-third of American 
society-the group that voted Republican for Eisenhower in 
1952 and 1956 and Nixon in 1972 then voted Democratic for 
Johnson in 1964 and Carter in 1976. In 1980 they voted for 
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Reagan, for they had lost most of their sense of 
commitment to the liberal goals of racial equality which 
some of them had once espoused. Unfortunately, by 1980 
civil rights was out of style. Jesse Jackson could no longer 
grab headlines and media attention with his catchy phrases 
about black education and the road to excellence. Native 
Americans who occupied ancestral lands in South Dakota's 
Black Hills to protest broken treaties could no longer even 
capture the eye of the local, not to mention the national, 
press. A majority of Americans had become indifferent if 
not hostile to programs like PUSH-EXCEL. Picking up on 
these political winds politicians voted to slash the budgets 
of programs like PUSH-EXCEL, forcing minority leaders like 
Jackson to find new sources of funding or close shop. 
But what happened? Why did American moderates 
withdraw their support for minority educational programs 
and minority colleges? The answers are complex and defy 
simple explanation, but several concerns came together to 
form a new moderate consensus. Over the years many of 
the moderates had grown tired of non-whites using 
exploitation to make excuses for performance. A large 
percentage of the new moderates understood, unlike 
moderates before them, that there had been great 
exploitation of non-white citizens in American society. We 
all understand it, they said, but where do you go from here? 
When do minorities take responsibility for their own future? 
Moderates watched federal expenditures for minority 
education grow year after year, but they saw little 
improvement in education performance. They watched the 
establishment of Affirmative Action bring non-whites into 
the job market. Often they felt that the new employees were 
unqualified and hired only because of their racial 
background. All too frequently, the moderates felt, they had 
watched unqualified minority applicants take jobs which the 
whites were better equipped to handle. Such occurences 
sometimes destroyed the passion for active pursuit of racial 
justice and provoked quite a backlash . At its worst, the 
reaction to Affirmative Action created a new generation of 
racism among those whites who now considered them-
selves the victims of something with which they had 
nothing to do. 
Nothing exacerbates the growth of this new generation of 
racism more than non-white schools graduating poorly 
trained students and sending them into the job market. 
Nothing undermines the political support of non-white 
higher education more than academic programs of poor 
quality. Thus, the most important single action that can be 
taken by edu.ators to fight this new indifference and 
hostility to non-whites is the adoption of high standards in 
our institutions of higher education. If we accept the notion 
that education makes any difference at all in the liberal effort 
to produce a just society, we must not allow college degrees 
to become meaningless. 
Conservatives argued for decades that equality of 
educational opportunity served in the final analysis to dilute 
educational quality. The recent history of higher education 
would tend to substantiate the conservative analysis. 
Educational quality in egalitarian institutions has deteriorat-
ed, but no immutable law dictates the necessity of such an 
occurrence. Progressive educators must themselves arrest 
the trend and prove that quality is compatible with equality. 
Liberals may be forced to admit that equality with quality 
may not be as easy to achieve as they had once so 
confidently proclaimed. 
Educators at minority colleges must go into their 
classrooms with the attitude that non-white students must 
perform their future jobs better than their white counter-
parts. Contrary to the arguments of many liberals, such an 
attitude does not imply that the victim of racial injustice is 
being further victimized, nor does it mean sacrificing a 
humanistic approach to the teaching process. In an era of 
high unemployment, inflation, energy shortages, and 
intense employee competition in the marketplace the 
"future victimization argument" rings quite hollow. This is 
not a call for back to basics on the college level. As Neil 
Postman has persuasively argued, basics education is 
technically oriented. Students are forced to study the 
mechanical aspects of education rather than engaging in 
provocative thinking exercises. Thus, back to basics does 
not prepare critical thinkers and problem solvers; and it is 
critical thinkers and problem solvers who ultimately make 
the best employees. 
In their attempt to provide a humanistic education that 
understands the injustices of the past, liberals have 
sometimes fallen prey to a sympathetic but paternalistic 
attitude toward the non-white experience. Because they 
understand and care about the disadvantages resulting from 
past injustices, they are often tempted "to make 
allowances" in their teaching. Expectations are lowered and 
research consistently indicates that low expectations 
produce low results. Lowering minority student expecta-
tions, be it the result of racial stereotyping or liberal 
sympathy, is an insidious form of racism which in the long 
run tends to enslave rather than to liberate. It must be 
understood that the goal of this "plea for excellence" is 
liberation. 
Faculties of non-white colleges dedicated to the crusade 
to uph9ld high standards must stand together or hang 
alone. The attempt to raise academic standards, especially 
where they have deteriorated, can be an extremely 
unpopular business. I have watched faculties of minority 
colleges who felt no sense of unity regarding the standards 
issue literally fall apart. Accusations and indictments flew 
freely as proponents of standards grew to resent colleagues 
who accepted low quality work. Professors who "made 
allowances" characterized the more rigid faculty members 
as insensitive to non-white student needs and uncommitted 
to the best interests of the students. Professors, especially 
white ones, demanding nothing less than high quality work 
were vulnerable to student and community accusations of 
racism. Without the support of a unified faculty their efforts 
to guarantee high standards were usually futile. 
The crusade for academic excellence in non-white 
colleges should be the educational vanguard of the civil 
rights movement in the 1980's. It is the civil rights 
movement in education come of age. Non-whites must 
work to overcome the low academic expectations forced 
upon them by sometimes well-intentioned people. The 
crusade brings together two different intellectual tradi-
tions-the classical conservative insistence upon academic 
standards and the liberal goal of a just and equal society. 
Contrary to the popular folk wisdom of the past, the goals of 
the two traditions are not incompatible. 
BEING POLITE is, surprisingly enough, a matter of definition and sometimes the presence or lack of it 
can seriously complicate communications between people of different cultures. What is considered 
polite in the United States, for example, is frequently considered downright rude in another country. 
Just as being polite in China might be considered - well, let the following excerpt from a rejection slip 
a Chinese economic journal sent recently to a British writer speak, politely, for itself. 
"We have read your manuscript with boundless delight," wrote the Chinese. "If we were to publish 
your paper it would be impossible for us to publish any work of a lower standard. And as it is 
unthinkable that, in the next thousand years, we shall see its equal, we are, to our regret, compelled to 
return your divine composition, and beg you a thousand times to overlook our short sight and 
timidity." 
Our thanks to: 
World Development Forum 
The Hunger Project 
P.O. Box 789 
San Francisco, CA 94101 
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Corporal Punishment: The Debate Continues 
Thomas E. Deering Carol A. Greenwood 
With the renewed interest in the "back to basics," and the increase in vandalism and assaults 
in the schools, the use of corporal punishment is once again being debated. This article 
addresses that issue and should kindle a renewed interest in our readers . 
Thomas E. Deering is the 
principal of Mississippi Val-
ley State School in Hannibal, 
Missouri. He has published 
in a variety of topics includ-
ing: student motivation, staff 
development, higher educa-
tion , and instructional techni-
ques. 
Corporal punishment has been a controversial issue since 
before the days of the ancient Romans. Proponents have 
consistently argued that it motivates learning and ensures 
good behavior. With the advent of the back-to-basics 
movement, which emphasizes the three R's and strict 
discipline, they are now voicing their beliefs more 
forcefully. In some large districts even, such as the St. Louis 
Public School District, teacher unions are calling for the 
reintroduction of corporal punishment. Opponents, on the 
other hand, have stressed that corporal punishment has no 
educational value. They point to research data that suggests 
punitive reactions hinder learning and actually increase 
disruptive behavior. They see punishment as dehumanizing 
and by no means compatible with the ends of education in a 
democracy. 
The continuing debate over the merits of corporal 
punishment no doubt makes it difficult for educators who 
have to make decisions regarding discipline in the schools. 
In sorting and weighing the arguments, however, teachers 
and administrators might ask whether corporal punishment, 
used as a method of discipline in the public schools, 
complements the concept of discipline. Does corporal 
punishment bel_Qng in the modern learning environment? 
Corporal punishment was a standard feature in colonial 
schools. Submission to authority was a major goal of 
education because discipline was seen as essential for the 
maintenance of society. The demands and dangers of 
frontier life required absolute obedience to those in 
positions of authority who were responsible for the 
well-being of the community. This produced in the schools 
a philosophy of "spare the rod, spoil the child." Discipline 
was equated with punishment. The strap, belt, switch, or 
rod were teachers' disciplinary tools because they prevented 
undesirable behavior from reoccurring . 
Today, proponents of corporal punishment espouse a 
similar philosophy. They argue that punishment deters 
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would-be offenders while keeping actual offenders from 
repeating their undesirable behavior. Consequently, learn-
ing, growth, and development can more readily take place 
in the classroom. 
Opponents take issue with these arguments. The concept 
of discipline, they claim, has undergone an evolution since 
the days of whipping posts and floggings. Submission to 
authority has been overshadowed by the development of 
self-discipline. Rewards and internalized incentives are 
positive means of keeping order and encouraging learning. 
The growing awareness of children's rights has, in part, 
affected this shift; so has research data showing that 
corporal punishment has a negative effect on children . It 
can instill fear, lead to modeling, or even inhibit the desire to 
learn . Moreover, the very concept of authority is anathema 
to some. Authority figures, in all walks of society, are being 
challenged more and more today. In such an atmosphere, 
traditional disciplinary measures, especially corporal punish-
ment, simply do not work. Perhaps most important, society 
today, being more settled and stable, does not require for its 
survival the stern and rigorous concept of discipline that 
was necessary in the frontier days. 
Whatever the reasons, a great many educators are 
arguing for a concept of discipline very different from that of 
years past. Discipline is no longer synonymous with 
punishment and submission to an external authority. 
Instead, discipline today entails guidance designed to help 
the student develop reliance on an internal authority. The 
goal of every teacher should be to create an environment in 
which students can develop self-discipline, self-direction, 
and self-motivation. This internalization is indispensable in a 
society where independence and social responsibility 
increase as one matures. 
As the concept of discipline has evolved from a notion of 
external control to one of furthering the learning and 
development of internal control, the effectiveness of 
corporal punishment as a disciplinary tool has become 
questionable. Constructive discipline is a positive means of 
classroom management. Corporal punishment may be an 
effective means of classroom control, but it lacks any 
educational value. Discipline should further the learning and 
development of self-discipline. Corporal punishment simply 
suppresses undesirable behavior. It neither eliminates the 
reason for that behavior nor teaches appropriate behavior. 
Indeed, punishment can even destroy the possibility of 
learning by inhibiting risk-taking, innovation, and sponta-
neity. 
Inhibiting behavior, however, is not the only way in which 
punishment checks learning and development. While the 
concept of discipline entails guiding the development of an 
internal authority, the goal of every teacher is to see that 
the kind of environment conducive to furthering that 
development is created. This is possible only when the 
student has positive feelings toward the teacher. A 
punished student loses his capacity to learn because of 
negative feelings toward the teacher. In short, two people 
must communicate before any kind of influence can exist 
between them. Punitive reactions sever meaningful 
communication, greatly reducing the teacher's capacity to 
influence. 
Corporal punishment might even result in an over-
dependence on external control. As a consequence, most 
young people fail to develop internal forms of control, such 
as self-discipline. Punitive punishment thus can decrease 
the chances that children will grow to be mature, 
self-directed adults able to assume their responsibilities in a 
democratic society. 
Although the 19n Supreme Court decision in the case of 
Ingraham v. Wright approved the continuation of corporal 
punishment in the public schools, its use as a disciplinary 
tool ought to be questioned. Discipline is no longer 
synonymous with external control. Instead, discipline in the 
modern learning environment entails guiding the develoo-
ment of internal control. It does not seem that corporal 
punishment complements this concept of discipline. 
Still, many teachers claim that punishment produces a 
quiet classroom. Little evidence exists, however, to prove a 
positive correlation between a quiet classroom and the level 
of learning taking place. These same teachers claim that 
their job is easier when the class is quiet. No doubt, but if 
they are looking for an easy job they need to look elsewhere. 
Helping children to develop their full potential will never be 
easy. It will always call for hard work and dedication. If the 
cost of a quiet classroom is the dehumanization of children, 
if it means instilling fear into children, if it means producing 
in children a dislike for learning, then the price is too great. 
Schools exist for children. They exist for their growth, for 
their well-being, as a place where they can mature and 
develop, as a place where they can take risks without fear of 
ridicule. Schools do not exist for teachers. Teachers must 
remember that without children there would be no need for 
schools, no need for teachers. Teachers work for children. 
Children do not work for teachers. Children would be 
happier, society better served, and schools a better place to 
be if teachers used a little more love and understanding and 
a lot less punishment. 
The Team Player: Beyond Technicalities 
Darrell Mudra 
Darrell Mudra guided the football fortunes of the Eastern Illinois University Panthers for five 
seasons. During this period, he led the Panthers to a 47-15-1 record, including a national 
championship (1978), a runner-up finish in the 1980 NCAA Division II playoffs, and a 
quarter-final berth in the 1982 Division 1-AA playoff tournament. Mudra earned his "Dr. Victory" 
reputation at Eastern with an intellectual-psychological approach to the game, the results of 
which were both obvious and mysterious to fans. He is an outstanding recruiter and a 
"super-motivator" of football players. 
"If we can get the kids 
committed to doing the 
things it takes to be a good 
football team, I think we have 
a chance to be an excellent 
team . . . " 
Darrell Mudra is head foot-
ball coach at the University of 
Northern Iowa. 
Each day I emphasize to my football players that a team 
player is the player who does his job. Everyone does not 
have the talent to be the quarterback, but just as crucial to 
winning a football game is the talent required to protect the 
passer. Each team member, whether he be the trainer or the 
coach, or the groundkeeper or the punter, can feel great 
satisfaction from performing his job. "If you want to reduce 
a man to nothing, give his job the quality of uselessness." 
The reverse of this old adage is also true: if you want a 
person to be something, to become the best he can be, he 
must believe he is vital to the team effort. 
However, for many of the coaches with whom I have 
worked, a good team member is the player who does what 
the coach wants him to do. The ancient Greeks knew that 
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great effort would not come from an unwilling subordinate. 
Aristotle said, "He who serves the purpose of another is a 
slave." The coach who is satisfied just to get his players to 
conform to his wishes does not necessarily get the best 
results of which his team is capable. 
Two dramatic experiences shared with me helped me 
realize the importance of involvement in achieving the best 
efforts from team members. In the first experience, a high 
school basketball coach was finishing a disastrous year in 
which his team had not won a single game. Because of a 
sudden emergency, he was unable to take his team to the 
district tournament; consequently, the home economics 
teacher substituted for him. Since she knew little about 
basketball, she turned the management of the team over to 
the captain and the players. The team surprised everyone by 
winning the tournament against teams that had beaten 
them earlier in the year. Later when team members 
discussed their unexpected performance with the coach, 
they confessed to him that he had dominated them so much 
that they felt the team belonged to him. As a result, the 
players never realized the thrill of doing their best until the 
team really became their team, their responsibility. When it 
had been the coach's team, he was the one who absorbed 
the loss. When it was their team, any loss would also be 
theirs. 
The second episode which focused my attention upon the 
need for the complete involvement of each team member 
involved a coach at a Big-Eight university who resigned 
about half-way through the season. In the third year of his 
contract, his team had not won a game. He told the players 
that while he felt that they did not want to win, he and his 
staff would see them through the rest of the season. One of 
these players later confided in me that the team then got 
together for a meeting. They were not especially unhappy 
with the coach, but they were challenged by his charge. As 
a result, they subsequently finished the season with five 
straight wins against the best teams on their schedule. The 
coach, unaware of what he had done, had turned the team 
over to the players. These experiences provide a clue to the 
importance of the players' will and the power of 
cooperation. 
The best source that I have found to explain the meaning 
of team work is St. Paul. Most people probably have a 
tendency to be either too critical or not critical enough in 
examining what Paul says because the Bible is frequently 
either accepted too blindly by the zealot or resisted too 
quickly by the skeptic. However, the virtues of the good 
Christian, as well as the good Jew or the good Moslem, are 
those of the good citizen and the good sportsman. If we are 
to teach those virtues, we must study them. 
In talking to his team of Galatians, St. Paul told them: 
"Bear ye one another's burdens and so fulfill the law of 
Christ." But he was quick to explain that he did not mean 
for them to do their neighbor's work for that would deprive 
the neighbor of the opportunity for worthwhile achieve-
ment. Rather, he meant that a person who really believed in 
fulfilling the law of Christ should set an example for the 
neighbor: "Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye 
which are spiritual restore such a one in the spirit of 
meekness." Then he warned his team members saying that 
as you set the example for your teammate whom you love 
"consider thyself, lest thou also be tempted," which I read 
to mean, make sure that you are worthy, that you have 
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done your job "for if a man thinks himself to be something 
when he is nothing, he deceiveth himself." 
In addition, he explained that each team player must be 
able to perform. "But let every man prove his own worth 
and then shall he have rejoicing in himself alone and not in 
another." It would be wrong to languish in the team's 
success if you did not do your part "for every man shall bear 
his own burden." 
St. Paul, like every good coach, puts some pressure on 
the players to challenge them. He has seen the blind man 
develop an exceptional ability to hear and the deaf, a special 
talent to see. Ordinarily man uses only a fraction of his 
potential, and it is out of necessity that he discovers his 
possibilities. As a team member with responsibilities to the 
teammates whom he loves, a player is driven to excel. 
However, what he achieves in performance is secondary to 
his discovery of his own capacity to care. Goethe 
recognized this when he said, "No matter how far the 
human mind expands, it will never surpass the majesty of 
the Christian gospel of love." I am reminded of Goethe's 
comment whenever I hear the great players talking about 
how they love their teammates. 
At a testimonial dinner for Bob Cousy, Bill Russell, one of 
the all time Boston Celtic greats, emphasized that his love 
for Cousy was far and away more important than winning 
because, while there are many factors which are important 
to building good team spirit, none is as important as how 
the players feel about each other. 
While love for a teammate motivates a player, it is likewise 
true that love for an opponent is a factor to be considered. 
In the search for excellence, how far you can go - how 
good you can become - depends on the quality of the 
opponent. If one is not challenged and tested, one will not 
grow; so the opponent, while he is an adversary, is needed 
in much the same way that a teammate is needed. 
It is on this point that a lot of what we have been taught 
seems to be in conflict with our best instincts: to be fearful 
and distrustful of the opposition, for example. If an 
opponent is injured should we feel joy or remorse? I once 
had an outstanding nose guard who planned to become a 
minister. One Saturday he played against an All-American 
center who was also headed for the ministry. Before the 
game I noticed that they had managed to find each other 
and were having a lively discussion. Our team's nose guard 
had his best performance that day and so did the opposing 
center. The great challenge for both was developed out of 
respect. I saw them after the game, exhausted, but 
embracing each other. Indeed, greater effort will come out 
of love for an gpponent than out of hate. 
Players are also indoctinated to be unselfish. By that I 
mean that coaches constantly reward behavior that 
demonstrates the avoidance of individuality, and there 
sometimes is a stigma attached to the role of the star. As a 
result we unwittingly err at times by trying to avoid that 
which would please us the most: to pass off in a basketball 
game, for example, when a particular player is the best shot. 
The idea that subordinating one's self to the team requires 
the limiting of the exploration of talent is not supportable. 
What is good for the individual and what is good for the 
team, is not necessarily a conflict, although at times there 
may be a conflict between what the coach and a player 
think is good f()r the team. But remember, the player must 
play the game. If we accept the coach's authority, we miss 
the point that all great teachers make, St. Paul included, 
when they remind us to be true to our own consciences. 
"Be not deceived, God is not mocked, for whatsoever a 
man soweth that shall he also reap." 
God is not the coach; God is the player's conscience. The 
coach's most crucial role, then, in motivation becomes one 
of trying to help a player discover what he really wants from 
life, having faith that what the player wants will be ,c:lS good 
for the team as what the coach wants. We are not talking 
here about whether he should play guard or tackle, but 
about his will to excel. Goethe suggests, "If you treat a man 
as he would and could be, he will become what he would 
and could be." 
Hans Selye, at his recent symposium in Monaco, said, 
No one will make personal ememies if his egotism, his 
compulsive hoarding of valuables, manifests itself only 
by inciting love, good will, gratitude, respect, and all 
other positive feelings that render him useful and often 
indispensable to his neighbors. 
Earn Thy Neighbors Love. 
. . . Thus expressed, we need not offer love on 
command to people who are unlovable; we need not 
love others as much as ourselves, which would be 
contrary to the laws of biology. The human body is so 
constructed that, to maintain its physical and mental 
health, it must work for a purpose which can be 
accepted as worth. 
One night on a Baja fishing trip I had an experience which 
emphasized the importance for a person of believing he is 
vital to a "team" effort. After the day's fishing, we returned 
to camp with our catch. I rolled up my sleeves and started to 
help with the distasteful job of cleaning the fish; I had grown 
up learning that one of the punishments for a day of good 
fishing was that those who caught the fish had to clean 
them. On this occasion, however, I could see that the 
Mexicans, whose job it was to clean the fish, were not 
pleased to get my help. I did not understand their hostility 
until the plantation owner, my host, explained that I was 
taking from them the opportunity to do their job. 
Again this point was made to me when I watched Linda 
Lavin portray a factory worker on an assembly line in a TV 
movie. While the thesis of the movie was women's rights 
and Ms. Lavin's fight for status on an all-male assembly line, 
what came through to me was how important it was for 
each member of the assembly line to perceive his work as 
essential to the team effort. Each worker had different 
abilities, and each was best at the job he had to do because 
he possessed the best physical qualifications: the biggest 
and strongest had the job that required stength, the fastest 
had the job that required speed, etc. Everyone has talent 
worth developing, and when it is obvious it will generally be 
fostered, but sometimes our only hope is from the miracle of 
self discovery. 
When I was in the seventh grade, in a little country 
school, we had a spelling contest every Friday. Naturally, 
the same students usually won, but this one Friday a 
student won who had never won. The reason that it 
surprised everyone was that he was not especially good in 
anything. He was a member of a mysterious family that kept 
to themselves. Because the mother was divorced, and there 
was great stigma attached to it during my childhood, there 
was an additional cross to be borne by the fatherless child. 
However, that single experience, the discovery of a special 
ability, changed this little boy's life. When he discovered 
that he had a chance, he became a competitor every Friday. 
From that day he was different; he was more enthused 
about other things, also, but whenever he had a free 
moment you would find him practicing his spelling. While 
this changed the life of the little boy, I wonder if the real 
miracle might be in the hope it gave others. 
And so the coach who can say, "I have confidence in 
you," and communicates to the players that he values them 
and respects their feelings may win more often than the 
coach with the best knowledge of the game. "I love you" 
cuts to the quick of the matter, "For all the law is fulfilled in 




Educating Individuals Labelled Severely or 
Profoundly Handicapped in Illinois: 
A New Beginning 
Andrew R. Brulle 
Dr. Andrew Brulle is As-
sociate Professor of Special 
Education at Eastern Illinois 
University. 
Since the passage of Public Law 94-142 in 1975, public 
schools have been faced with a new challenge - the 
education of individuals who are labelled severely or 
profoundly handicapped. While these individuals are 
generally perceived as having IO's of 40 or less, the group 
also includes severely emotionally disturbed individuals 
(e.g., autistic) and individuals with multiple handicapping 
conditions (e.g., retardation and physical impairments). The 
inclusion of this group within the domain of the public;; 
schools has required the provision of services that were 
unthinkable 10 years earlier. For example, physical and 
occupational therapists must work hand-in-hand with 
teachers and parents to help teach the children to crawl, 
walk, and dress and feed themselves. The classroom routine 
may now include such non-academic subjects as toilet 
training or shaving classes, and high school programs may 
devote a great portion of their time to teaching such skills as 
making a bed or riding a bus for transportation. As these 
classes for this difficult-to-educate population have deve-
loped throughout the state, a new cadre of dedicated 
professionals has grown and matured. This cadre meets 
annually in Chicago for a conference where ideas and 
opinions are shared, debated, and applauded. 
Throughout the years, the general mood of the 
conference attendees has appeared to be, "Don't give me 
theories. Give me practical, useful techniques!" Through an 
examination of the conference programs and conversation 
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with teachers in attendance, their overall need w&s 
perceived by the author as a quest for ideas on how they 
could best teach their charges within their own commun-
ities. Specifically, teaching techniques which could be used 
in home-school collaborative programs in the areas of (a) 
self-care, (bl language development, (cl behavioral control, 
and (d) vocational programming were sought eagerly. 
Additionally, at the conference held in March of 1982. the 
need for a statewide organization to help facilitate 
communicative efforts between professionals and to help 
expand current educational offerings was addressed 
through a steering committee meeting held under the 
sponsorship of the Illinois State Board of Education. 
Under the area of self-care, three major components have 
been delineated: (a) toilet training, (bl feeding, and (cl 
dressing and grooming. Successful toilet-training programs 
have generally followed the operant procedures of shaping 
and chaining (Baumeister & Klosowski, 1965; Gelbert & 
Myer, 1965; Giles & Wolf, 1966; Hundziak, Maurer, & 
Watson, 1968; Mahoney, VanWagenen, & Meyerson, 
1971). In these procedures, behaviors which resemble the 
final goal (e.g., approaching the toilet) are reinforced. Then, 
as the final goal is approached, the preliminary behav!ors i_n 
the chain are extinguished. The primary researchers in this 
area are Richard Foxx and Nathan Azrin (Azrin & Foxx, 
1971 · Foxx & Azrin, 1973). Their detailed procedures 
include artificially increasirg the frequency of urination by 
providing liquids. In order for teachers to use these 
well-proven procedures, however, attention to detail and 
the consistent application of the procedures are necessary. 
As with toilet training, the development of feeding, 
dressing, and grooming skills follow well-d9cumented 
operant procedures (e.g., Berkowitz, Sherry, & Davis, 
1971; Horner & Keilitz, 1975; Martin, Kehoe, Bird, Jensen, 
& Derbyshire, 1971 ). In these studies, the final behavior was 
broken down into a series of simple steps, and each step 
was taught and reinforced in its sequence. Again, in order 
for teachers to apply these procedures successfully, careful 
attention to detail and consistent application of reinforce-
ment are necessary. 
Language development in individuals labelled severely 
and profoundly handicapped is an exceptionally complex 
task. Basically, language development programming may 
be classified into two major areas: (al receptive and (bl 
expressive language. Individuals working in the develop-
ment of receptive languages have generally concerned 
themselves with increasing a person's ability to follow 
instructions. Procedures such as manual guidance (Weh-
man, Schutz, Renzaglia, & Karan, 1977) and the use of 
alternative methods of presentation of instructions (e.g., 
nonverbal commands such as gestures (Repp, Barton, & 
Brulle, 1981, 1982) have been used successfully. For the 
development of expressive language, the operant proce-
dures of modeling and shaping have proven themselves to 
be the most successful (Guess, Sailor, Rutherford, & Baer, 
·1968). However, much more information designed to help 
teachers initiate practical programs in their own classrooms 
!S n~eded. 
As in the areas of self-care and language development, 
successful programs in vocational development and 
behavioral control have been primarily operant in nature 
(e.g., Bellamy, Peterson, & Close, 1975; Gold, 1972; Repp 
& Deitz, 1974; Repp, Deitz, & Deitz, 1976). However, many 
of these procedures are technical in nature, and teachers 
need guidance on "how-to" apply these procedures in their 
classrooms. 
In order to help facilitate the application of proven 
procedures throughout the state in programs for individuals 
labelled severely or profoundly handicapped, the Illinois 
State Board of Education (represented by Fayrene 
Christensen) sponsored an initial meeting (chaired by 
Richard Brimer of Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville) 
of a steering committee comprised of interested profes-
sionals from around the state at the Chicago conference in 
March of 1982. This group undertook the task of forming a 
state-wide association dedicated to improving services for 
individuals !~belled severely or profoundly handicapped. 
This initial meeting was followed by a period of intense work 
and another meeting (held in Charleston, Illinois during 
September of 1982 and co-sponsored by the Department of 
Special Education and the Center for Educational Services 
at Eastern Illinois University) during which the group 
decided to establish an Illinois chapter of the national 
organization, the Association for the Severely Handicapped 
(TASH). 
These initial two planning sessions were followed by a 
series of bi-monthly meetings held in Peoria and 
co-sponsored by Zeller Zone Center and the Peoria 
Association for Retarded Citizens. As a result of these 
meetings and exceptional efforts on the part of a group of 
concerned professionals, the Illinois Chapter of TASH was 
officially chartered in April of 1983. An intense membership 
drive has begun, and the group plans to hold four topical 
conferences throughout the state annually. The first topical 
conference was held on September 23, 1983 at Bradley 
University in Peoria. Additionally, services in the areas of 
programming, consultations, advocacy, and communi-
cation are planned as the group continues to expand its 
efforts on behalf of individuals labelled severely or 
profoundly handicapped. 
Programming for these individuals has grown by leaps 
and bounds in its sophistication and effectiveness over the 
past decade. The practical applications of these program-
ming efforts will soon be manifest even more effectively 
throughout the public and private schools of Illinois as 
communication improves. Truly, we are experiencing a new 
beginning. 
Individuals interested in membership and/or conference 
information may contact: 
Dr. Andrew Brulle 
IL TASH Secretary/Treasurer 
Department of Special Education 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston, IL 61920 
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Supporting a Mainstreamed Program with 
Positive Game Experiences 
James G. Henderson 
Thf: ideas for this article are based on the author's experience as an elementary school 
physical education specialist in California and as an intern in Roosevelt 's "Dean 's Grant" 
Project. 
As part of his Dean's Grant internship, Mr. Henderson has developed a "gamesmanship" 
curriculum guide. Readers interested in this guide may receive a free copy by contacting him at 
Roosevelt University. Please include $2. 00 for copying and mailing costs. 
James G. Henderson is an 
assistant professor at Roose-
velt University in Chicago, 
Illinois . He works in both the 
teac'ier and adult education 
program areas at the univer-
sity. 
The mandate of P.L. 94-142 to place disabled students in 
least restrictive school settings adds additional pressure to a 
recurring teaching problem: how to minimize any possible 
negative effects-such as embarrassment, shame, or 
ridicule-when introducing games to ~tudents who have 
differing abilities and capacities. As teachers know, games 
are often excellent devices for motivating students, 
enriching subject matter presentations, and providing for 
periods of relaxation. It is therefore unfortunate when a 
game, which may have any of the above positive benefits, 
also results in hurt feelings, negative self-concepts, and so 
on. Fortunately, for those teachers who enjoy working with 
games, despite the associated problems, there are several 
strategies available for minimizing the potential negative 
effects of game playing. These strategies have generally 
been developed in the field of physical education but are 
easily transferable to game playing in any part of the 
curriculum. 
To begin, there is the developmental strategy. This 
approach builds on an understanding of students' 
maturational patterns. The idea is to introduce students to 
"low organized" games (games which have simplified 
rules), and then gradually increase the complexity of the 
game in conjunction with the students' general physical 
and/or socio-emotional maturation. Considerations drawn 
from developmental psychology serve as the foundation for 
this strategy. "Basket Race Ball" is an example of a 
low-organized game. The object of this game is to throw a 
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basketball over the centerline of a basketball court and run 
around a pattern of four bases before a designated member 
of the opposing team catches the thrown ball and makes a 
basket (Anderson, Elliot, & LaBerge, 1972, pp. 249-250). 
Though this game takes place on a basketball court with a 
basketball, it is much easier to play than the normal game of 
basketball. The principle of low-organized games is as 
applicable to math skills as it is to basketball skills. The 
teacher simply reduces the complexity of the math game to 
the point where every student can experience some 
success. 
The self-challenging strategy puts the emphasis on the 
"personal challenges" of the game. This strategy can be 
implemented verbally by the teacher with such well-known 
admonitions as: "Remember students, it's not who wins or 
loses in this game, it's how you challenge yourself to do 
better!" If the structure of the game strongly encourages 
comparison, such admonitions will probably have little 
impact on the students. A more effective approach would 
be to introduce students to games that structurally 
encourage self-challenge. There is a whole host of these 
types of games, examples of which can be found in books 
on "movement education" and "movement exploration." 
For example, the teacher using a movement exploration 
approach might develop a series of questions to challenge 
his or her students. The following series of questions is 
taken from A Guide to Movement Exploration: 
1. Can you bounce the ball keeping it waist high 7 
2. Now, can you take the ball down to a very low 
bounce? 
3. Can you change hands and keep the ball bouncing just 
as low with this hand? 
4. This time, how low can YOU go while bouncing the 
ball? Keep it bouncing as you get into that low 
position. (Hackett & Jenson, 1973, pp. 25-26) 
These types of self-challenges can as easily be directed 
toward a student's academic skills as toward his or her 
physical skills. For example, a teacher could give students 
the following types of challenges: 
1. Can you find the word "beautiful" in your reader? 
2. Can you think of another way to say, "I enjoy recess?" 
3. Besides 2 and 5, what other two numbers add up to 77 
There are many variations to the non-competitive game 
strategy. One such variation, which falls under the category 
of "integrated physical education," combines group 
physical activity with academic problem solving. The 
approach here is to get the student so involved in solving a 
particular math problem (or some other academic problem) 
that the competitive aspect of the game is diffused. 
"Twelve-square jumpscotch" is an example of this 
approach. In this game the students jump from one 
numbered square to the next consecutively numbered 
square, adding as they go. They stay in the game 
until either they make an addition error or step on a line 
(Arnheim & Pestolesi, 1978, p. 243). In another variation of 
the non-competitive strategy, students are introduced to 
games which have a cooperative emphasis. Games such as 
"Earth Ball" have this design. In this game a group of 
students must keep an oversized ball from touching the 
ground without ever holding the ball. 
Other variations to the non-competitive strategy could 
certainly be mentioned. Students could play a dictionary 
game in which the first team to locate twenty words, each 
beginning with a different consonant and having at least 
fifteen letters, would win. The cooperative dimension of this 
game is at least as important as its competitive aspects. The 
underlying approach in any of these variations would be to 
underplay the competitive nature of the game by 
highlighting other features of the activity. 
The adapted game strategy minimizes the negative 
potential in games through a deliberate and selective 
adjustment of the games' rules. The overall purpose for the 
adaptations is to create games in which a particular 
disability (or disabilities) does not handicap the player. For 
example, water games serve as an equalizer for students 
with certain physical disabilities. A variation of this 
approach is the adjustment of the rules of the game so that 
the more able students are given handicaps that put them 
on equal footing with their less able compatriots. Arnheim 
and Pestolesi (1978) describe a basketball game in which 
high ability students must shoot farther out from the basket 
than low ability students (p. 65). A "spelling bee" that 
matches word difficulty with student ability works on the 
adapted game principle. 
The final strategy to be mentioned is a little unusual and 
will require a little more explanation. None of the strategies 
discussed so far focus on questions of a game's physical 
and psychological boundaries. Stated another way, none of 
these strategies ask students to consider the nature of their 
entry into and exit from games. Game entry and exit, 
however, are both important considerations, since games 
not only have content (activities) and structure (rules), they 
also have boundaries. Simply stated, games consist of 
rule-governed content that can be repeated over time and 
has definite physical and psychological limits (Avedon & 
Sutton-Smith, 1971, p. 439). Thus, a player knows that 
when he is on the field, he is part of the football game. He 
also knows (as does his coach) that even though he may 
physically be on the playing field, if he is not concentrating 
on the game at hand, he isn't truly part of the game. 
Games are also generally described as voluntary activities. 
This would imply that players voluntarily enter and leave the 
boundaries of the game. With respect to this feature of 
game playing, if a football player wishes to leave a game but 
is forced or feels compelled to continue to play, is he still 
really playing the game? Or, is he doing something else that 
looks on the outside like football playing but is truly only 
drudgery or fear or labor ... or whatever? 
A strategy which focuses on game boundaries rather than 
content and structures can be a feasible part of a classroom 
curriculum. This strategy can be called gamesmanship. 
Gamesmanship promotes the view that games are means to 
more important ends. Traditionally, these more important 
ends to game playing have included such objectives as 
social fellowship, relaxation, and character building. Once 
these more important ends-in-view are established for a 
particular curriculum, a gamesmanship code can be 
implemented. The main tenet of this code would state that a 
student could never be asked to enter a game, or once in a 
game, should never feel compelled to continue to play if the 
game is not meeting that student's proper purposes for 
playing. In fact, the code could declare that it is the 
gamesman's duty to leave a game that is not serving its 
purpose. This code would thus encourage students to think 
of games as voluntary, bounded activities that serve larger, 
more important aims. 
An important feature of the code would be the distinction 
between a graceful and ungraceful exit from a game. A 
student who gracefully exits from a game would only do so 
if he or she could state why, from that student's point of 
view, the game was no longer serving its proper end. 
Ungraceful exits would result more from momentary 
discomfort than from deep reflection . The teacher has often 
heard the reasons for ungraceful exits. "I don't like this 
game any more because I'm losing." "This game isn't any 
good because it's too hard." 
There is a variety of ways that a gamesmanship code 
could be introduced to students. A committee of interested 
students, teachers, parents, and administrators could 
establish this code at the beginning of the school year. Their 
deliberations should not only include a delineation of the 
valued ends of game playing but also graceful means for 
exiting from games that are not serving those ends. A 
gamesmanship code could also be portrayed through skits 
or plays or even by highly visible guest speakers who live by 
their own version of such a code. (There are, after all, many 
well-known athletes who operate with a sense of 
gamesmanship.) Historical models of gamesmanship could 
be introduced to students. The original Greek conception of 
the Olympics or the British view of amateur sports are two 
such models. Students could also undergo role playing 
sessions that would enable them to vicariously experience 
different ways of practicing gamesmanship. Certainly, a 
teacher seriously committed to gamesmanship could find 
many other ways to implement this strategy. 
The following curriculum is offered as a concrete example 
of how a gamesmanship approach could be incorporated 
into a classroom. The curriculum would begin by 
introducing students to the difference between a gamesman 
and a gamester. The gamesman would be defined as an 
individual who lives by a code when playing games, while 
the gamester would have a much narrower view of games. 
This distinction would be introduced to the students via a 
dramatic production. (This writer has a copy of such a 
production which was written by a fourth grader.) The 
dramatic production would then be used as the basis for 
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not only understanding the differences in outlook between 
the gamesman and the gamester but as a means for defining 
a gamesmanship code. Once the code has been defined 
(perhaps with the help of the students' parents), the 
students would be given safe opportunities to practice it. 
The safe opportunities would be game playing episodes in 
which the risk of failure or losing is not that high or that 
important. The gamesmanship code would then be 
gradually incorporated into classroom game playing in 
accordance with the readiness and maturity of the students. 
The ultimate goal of this curriculum strategy might be the 
establishment of a gamesmanship code on a school-wide 
basis-wherever games are played on the school's 
premises. Such a goal, however, if at all feasible for a 
particular school, may take many years to be accomplished. 
Five strategies for minimizing the negative effects of 
game playing have now been discussed. Four of these 
strategies focus on the structure and content of games, 
while the fifth, the gamesmanship strategy, concentrates on 
students' game playing motives. Students introduced to a 
game curriculum using all of these strategies would be 
playing a variety of different types of games under a variety 
of different conditions. Such a games program would not 
only be quite comprehensive, it would also allow for a great 
deal of diversity in students' abilities and capacities. And it is 
this allowance or tolerance for diversity that is a cornerstone 
to the mainstreaming philosophy. Consequently, teachers 
who work with these five strategies would be designing 
their games curriculum to be a powerful contributor to their 
mainstreamed program. 
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NEW EIU PROGRAM LEADS TO MEDIA SPECIALIST CERTIFICATE 
The Department of School Service Personnel recently received entitlement approval of the Illinois State Teacher Certification Board for the Program in Information 
Services and Technology at Eastern Illinois University as meeting the requirements of the Media Specialist (Instructional Materials) Standard Special Certificate. 
In 1979 the Master of Science in library Science Program in Eastern Illinois University's College of Arts and Sciences was phased out and most of the teaching staff 
members in that program transferred to the Instructional Media area within the Department of School Service Personnel. This enabled the Department to restructure 
the instructional media program to include both library science and instructional media course work in order to meet the modified state standards. Students 
completing the restructured program continued to obtain certification through transcript evaluation. 
The Information Services and Technology Program recently approved was developed to more adequately meet the current needs of those individuals seeking the 
Standard Special Certificate with Media Specialist Endorsement. The Program also reflects the complimentary nature of both library science and instructional media 
skills in the preparation of media specialists for the public schools. 
During the past two years staff members of the Department of School Service Personnel have developed syllabi for courses in the new Program, made changes in 
numerous course titles and numbers in the former library Science and Instructional Media Programs, and developed the syllabus for one additional course in the new 
Program, (1ST 4850 - Computer Systems Applications) . These proposed changes have been discussed regularly in department staff meetings as well as in meetings 
with public school administrators and media personnel. The new Program has been reviewed, revised, and approved by four Eastern Illinois University Internal 
Committees and Councils as well as the Board of Governors and the Board of Higher Education . 
The media specialist certification is offered, as an option, in conjunction with the M.S. in Education Degree in Information Services and Technology and will require 
total graduate credit of approximately 40 semester hours. Of course, certain undergraduate courses in instructional media and graduate foundations courses already 
taken may be evaluated and accepted for credit on the program. 
To complete the program with the M.S. in Education Degree in Information Services and Technology and the Media Specialist Certificate endorsement, students must 
qualify as follows: 
1. Submit proof of having received a teaching certificate 
2. Submit verifiable proof of successful full-time teaching experience in a public or recognized private school system for a period of at least three months 
OR 
Complete five semester hours of student teaching (STG 4001 in Media Services under the supervision of the Department of Student Teaching at Eastern Illinois 
University or its equivalent at another university) 
3. Satisfy House Bill 150 requirements in special education 
4. Complete eight semester hours of graduate course work in Foundations of Education and 32 semester hours of required and elective courses in Information Services 
and Technology. 
Three of the courses in the certification program will be offered on campus during the Summer Term, 1984: 
1ST 4850 - Computer Systems Applications 
1ST 5220 - Photography I: Print Applications 
1ST 5340 - Selection of Information Sources and Collection Development 
In addition to these courses, other courses which may be applicable to the program will be available. 
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Kindergarten - To Read or Not to Read 
Anne Cairns Federlein 
We hope this article on kindergarten curriculum will generate interest among educators. It is 
a sobering thought that the children in kindergarten today will be graduating from the university 
in the year 2000. It is time that early childhood educators address the use of "developmental" 
classrooms. 
During the 1981-82 school year Anne Cairns Federlein was selected to serve as an early 
childhood consultant in the Rochester Community Schools, in Michigan. Her duties included 
designing and implementing retraining for all the teachers in preschool, preprimarylspecial 
education, kindergarten, first, second, and third grades. She established a "developmental" 
kindergarten to fill the needs of the five-year-old children who weren't ready for academic 
settings and also as a model site. 
Anne Cairns Federlein is 
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School of Human and Educa-
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Kindergarten curriculum - to read or not to read - that 
is the question! Curriculum directors and kindergarten 
teachers have found themselves in the center of a brewing 
storm. Parents are demanding reading in the kindergarten 
classrooms; curriculum directors are attempting to alleviate 
the pressure from the community, and the teachers are 
caught, once again, in the middle of the storm. 
The "Back to Basics" movement is sweeping across the 
country, causing educators to justify, or eliminate, 
progressive programs that were conceived in the 1970's. 
The changes made a decade ago in the kindergarten 
classrooms are under scrutiny. Without knowledge of how 
the young child learns, it can appear that the traditional 
kindergarten of yesteryear offers the same curriculum as 
today's preschool. Upon further study, however, this 
proves to be untrue. When the young child's development is 
not understood by the curriculum director and/or teachers, 
it is unlikely that appropriate preschool or kindergarten 
curricula will be offered. 
During this past decade, the growth of the preschool 
movement has allowed most children to be exposed to the 
schooling process at an earlier age. As a result, preschoolers 
often use sophisticated language, giving parents the illusion 
that they are developmentally more mature than were 
previous generations. Because of this deception, parents 
assume that the child must get "serious" about learning, 
learn to read and quit playing! The statement "get to work" 
illustrates a lack of understanding about the learning 
process in young children. In fact when this is said, all the 
learning that took place during a child's play in the first five 
years goes unrecognized. 
When constructing a kindergarten curriculum, it is 
important to understand that preschools do not accelerate 
the child's development and that every child with preschool 
experience is not ready to read. Rather preschools provide a 
wide range of experiences to form a solid base for future 
learning, including reading, when it is appropriate for the 
child. 
Froebel, the "father" of the kindergarten curriculum 
accurately described the needs of the child in 1840. 
"It (kindergarten) shall give them employment 
suited to their nature, strengthen their bodies, exercise 
their senses, employ their waking minds, make them 
acquainted judiciously with nature and society, 
cultivate especially the heart and temper, and lead 
them to the foundations of all living - to unite with 
themselves." 
(ACEI, 1960-1961) 
Five-year-old children today, still have the need to 
develop in all four areas of development (cognitive, social-
emotional, motor, and language), not exclusively in the 
cognitive domain as the academic kindergartens encourage. 
In order to become a fully developed human being, the 
kindergarten curriculum should incorporate activities that 
address the needs of the whole child. The classroom should 
be an exciting, active place where flexibility and freedom of 
movement is commonplace. In this environment the 
individual needs of each child will be met, with nurturing of 
problem solving and decision making skills. Rote learning 
should be eliminated. 
Another reason for the acceleration of reading in the 
kindergarten curriculum is lack of training by kindergarten 
teachers in early childhood. There are a number of teachers 
who have "bumped" into kindergarten classrooms, with 
elementary education backgrounds. The "bumping" proce-
dure, commonplace in school districts with declining 
enrollments, places teachers in grades where they have 
certification, but little formal training. For example, in 
elementary education teacher training programs, usually 
there is no course requirement in child development or 
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internship in preprimary classrooms. The exception is in the 
combination programs with early childhood. 
That is why some kindergarten teachers don't understand 
that the pre-reading child has different curriculum needs 
than the reading child. As a result, inappropriate 
expectations are placed on the tive-year-old, for the teacher 
does not know that she/he has not developed adequate fine 
motor and hand-eye control for pencil tasks. This occurs 
about six years of age, or in first grade. 
When a kindergarten teacher does not have extensive 
experience with five-year-olds, the kindergartener is often 
described as immature. This indicates a gross misunder-
standing of the development of the five-year-old. Hymes 
( 1968) describes the normal attributes of today's five-year-
old as: 
1. Young 
2. Not a good sitter 
3. Not good at keeping quiet 
4. Shy 
5. Highly egocentric 
6. Wanting to feel proud, big and important 
7. Having a private dream world 
8. Very tender 
9. A beginner 
10. Hungry for stimulation 
11. Earthy, practical, concrete minded 
12. Acquiescent 
13. Illiterate 
These developmental qualities have remained constant 
since Froebel defined his nineteenth century kinder-
garten~rs. What has changed are the expectations of 
five-year-olds. The academic tasks frequently seen today in 
kindergarten classrooms demand highly developed fine 
motor and hand-eye coordination skills, plus the abllity to sit 
for long periods of time. The children who are not ready to 
complete paper and pencil tasks, are, all too often, referred 
by the uninformed teacher to a special education consultant 
for screening as learning disabled. 
What happens to the child who appears to be performing 
successfully in the academic program? A few of them are, 
indeed, accelerated in all areas of their development and are 
able to perform the expectations of six-year-olds. At five 
years of age, a large number, however, accommodates to 
the teacher's expectations by memorizing the responses. 
Rote learning occurs and the child appears to be 
understanding adequately in order to perform the task. The 
fact is that she/he does not have understanding and is 
unable to integrate the new information with past learning. 
When this integration is omitted, gaps in the sequence of 
learning occur. 
As a result, in a later grade, usually second or third, the 
child will be unable to keep up the charade of understanding 
and learning problems appear. Parents and teachers, alike, 
are puzzled by this student's inability to learn and once 
again, the child is vulnerable in the educational system. This 
child, many of whom are labeled learning disabled in the 
primary grades, is the victim of inappropriate expectations 
begun in the kindergarten curriculum. 
In spite of some parents pushing for academics in the 
kindergarten, research c;loes not assure educators that early 
reaaing accelerates the maturational process, or causes 
superior performance in later grades. In fact, since the 
academic push began, S.A. T. scores of high school seniors 
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have consistently fallen . Rather than refusing to incorporate 
reading into the kindergarten curriculum until there are 
concrete research results, administrators are creating new 
programs to house the large numbers of children who are 
unsuccessful in academic settings. 
The "developmental" kindergarten is the new preprimary 
program that gives a child an additional year between 
preschool and kindergarten to learn through a play based 
curriculum. Although this solves the problem of providing a 
program for "developmentally delayed" five-year-olds, it 
avoids the real issue of providing appropriate learning 
activities for all children in the kindergarten. Unfortunately, 
the average preschooler, unable to read by five years will be 
placed in a "developmental" kindergarten. Once again, 
because of unrealistic expectations in the kindergarten 
curriculum, through misunderstanding of early childhood 
development, a normal five-year-old child in the "develop-
mental" program is looked upon by educators as being 
exceptional. 
Another program is an additional year given between 
kindergarten and first grade. The children usually "practice" 
the academic kindergarten skills for an extra year, before 
first grade. There is an advantage to the school system to 
opt for this as the children receive state and federal funds 
once they are five years old. With an appropriate 
kindergarten curriculum this program becomes unneces-
sary. 
In reality, today's kindergarten resembles the first grade 
classroom of a decade ago, while the play based curriculum 
of the "developmental" kindergarten is the familiar 
traditional kindergarten classroom of former years. 
Normal developing five-year-olds should not be expected 
to read in a kindergarten classroom. When these 
expectations are part of the curriculum, supported by the 
teachers, administrators, and parents, these children are at 
risk in: 
1. Being labeled a slow learner, or learning disabled, and 
screened for special education services. 
2. Spending a second year in kindergarten. 
3. Developing emotional problems and a poor self-
concept as a non-learner. 
How then can a kindergarten program be designed so 
that each child can learn at an optimum level? First of all, the 
classroom should be play based, allowing for a wide range 
of activities and freedom of movement. Noise and mess are 
by-products of a good kindergarten curriculum. The teacher 
must allow the children to talk to one another in order to 
exchange ideas. The teacher should facilitate, rather than 
direct, activities that urge experimentation, exploration, and 
manipulation of the environment. This will develop problem 
solving, strategizing, and decision making skills in the 
children. Adults should make the activities so exciting that 
the child cannot help getting actively involved. Using this 
play-based approach, the child is in control of his learning 
by making critical choices and learning through the 
consequences of his decisions. 
Children, as well as adults, must find the environment 
irresistible! It must offer stimulating, challenging, changing 
activities in the science, social studies, expressive arts, math 
and communication arts areas. Incidental learning is 
readiness for reading and can begin through carefully 
chosen materials for the bulletin boards and the walls. 
Preparation for the academics is not avoided in the play 
based classroom, but addressed in ev9ry activity, at each 
level of the child's understanding. 
The Early Childhood Task Force, of the Michigan Reading 
Association, an affiliate of the International Reading 
Association, published guidelines in 1982 for reading 
programs serving children birth through eight years of age. 
The position paper suggests that pre-reading and beginning 
reading instruction be a part of early childhood programs 
which : 
1. Are based on an understanding that young children 
learn through play, concrete experiences, and other 
non-traditional academic activities, materials, and 
environments; 
2. Are oriented to individual developmental patterns and 
varied learning styles; 
3. Emphasize interrelationships among reading, lan-
guage arts, and other areas of the curriculum; 
4. Emphasize expansion of experiences, language deve-
lopment, listening and thinking skills, social-emotional 
development, and perceptual motor abilities; 
5. Emphasize creative and positive education of the total 
child rather than concentrating on academic skills 
only; 
6. Reflect the fact that a child's positive self-concept is 
an essential ingredient for learning; 
7. Reflect concerns of parents and community for quality 
programs, but also help parents understand the multi-
dimensional needs of young learners from various 
cultures and environments. 
It is time to stop the acceleration of academics in the 
kindergarten classrooms. No longer can we expect young 
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children in preschool programs to act as kindergarteners, 
thus forcing a five-year-old child to accomplish first grade 
expectations. Children, in order to develop a well integrated 
base for future learning, must be allowed to learn by 
discovery in a play curriculum. Workbooks and ditto sheets 
do not advance cognitive development. "To the contrary, 
these teaching aids can cause frustration and tension in 
children not ready to form the required letters and figures." 
(Wills and Lindberg, 1967) 
"Old fashioned, child-centered, supportive, non-hurried 
kindergartens now seem to be on the defensive ... " ( Harris 
and Fisher, 1969). This is also true of curriculum directors 
and teachers in the schools today. When the kindergarten 
classroom becomes, once again, child-centered, the issue 
of whether "to read or not to read" will be a moot question. 
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Corporate Identity and the Adult Educator 
D. Keith Denton 
This article ana!yzes the elements of a corporation 's identity and the role of adult educators in 
the future edu<?atl,on~I prC!grams of corporations. Specifically, the article looks at what makes 
f!P a corporat10'! s 1dent1ty and why corporations have used their own personnel to supply 
in-house educational programs. The article provides suggestions on how adult educators can 
learn to recogniz7 e~ch corporat!on's uniqu~ identity and design educational programs that 
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Adult educators are those people who provide various 
types of learning experiences for adults. Usually this also 
involves an organization supporting the educational activ-
~ties. ft:dult ~ducators and their programs are becoming 
increasingly important to the general field of education as 
new technological changes occur and as more and more 
adults require retraining and upgrading of their knowledge. 
The adult educators seek to develop and retrain these adults 
so !hey can perform their work more effectively, continue 
their personal growth, and learn new skills and awareness 
for future living and working . 
The types of educators can be roughly divided into two 
broad classifications. These classifications can be referred 
to as traditional and nontraditional adult educators. The 
traditional educators include those who are responsible for 
education at universities, community colleges, and other 
technical or formal educational institutions. Nontraditional 
educators would include those individuals responsible for 
adult educational programs in non-academic settings. 
Included in this classification would be employees of 
companies or organizations who conduct seminars 
in-house training, and management development program~ 
for fellow company personnel. 
The traditional educator's adult clients have usually been 
restricted to those going back to school part-time and 
identifiable target groups which have some recognized 
educational needs. In the past, these groups have included 
displaced or unemployed adults, handicapped, technical 
specialists needing additional training 1e.g. nurses/, and 
some public employees. The nontraditional educators can 
be both full-time and part-time educators. Likewise, the 
comprehensiveness of their programs can range from a 
short course of a week or less to a continuous 
company-wide program. 
In noting these situations, two questions naturally occur. 
First, why are there nontraditional adult educators? 
Secondly, why can't the corporate or company educational 
needs be satisfied within a traditional educational setting? 
These questions seem especially critical since the normal 
student population of traditional adult educators show some 
signs of problems. High inflation (lower buying power) 
produces a tight economy that lowers expectations about 
one's purchasing power. An almost certain by-product of 
this situation will be fewer part-time students who are able 
to afford enrollment in an adult education program. In the 
near future, because of federal budget cuts, one might also 
expect a leveling off or reduction of funded programs 
designed to educate some target groups. The end result of a 
decreasing 18 to 21 year-old student population, a tight 
economy, and a conservative Congress and executive 
branch of government can mean a lower demand for 
traditional adult educators. Contrasting this situation is the 
dramatic explosion of nontraditional and company spon-
sored in-house educational programs for their employees. 
!hus, the need to answer these questions becomes of great 
importance. The answer to the first question of why 
nontraditional educators exist centers around the concept 
of corporate identity. 
Corporate Identity 
~orpora~ions_have long been concerned with establishing 
their own 1dent1ty. Through in-house training and manage-
ment development programs, corporations seek to establish 
in their employees a sense of identity with the corporate 
purpose and objectives. The way this is accomplished will 
vary from one organization to the next. Ford Motor 
~ompany believes that "programs which possess employee 
involvement factors have the most influence on the 
employees' positive identification. " On the other hand Du 
Pont believes that employee identity is a product of ~heir 
tradition and experience, and they "do not deliberately 
create an employee identity with the corporation but instead 
hope that work in a positive environment will induce a sense 
of pride and belonging." Moreover, some companies, such 
~s the Adolph Coors Company, have a strong determina-
tion to develop a corporate identity and include emphasis on 
what Coors calls the "fifth dimension." This involves 
deserving and getting the favorable employee understand-
ing and support needed to operate profitably. The identity 
of the company is emphasized by personal contact with top 
executives and by video tape with top officials and other 
in-house publications. In the words of one corporate 
executiv~, "Spe~ifically, it involves appraising employee, 
community, pubhc, and government attitudes, conditions, 
problems, and opportunities. Then they initiate and improve 
programs aimed at developing an economic, iOcial and 
political climate which will assist businesses to o~erate 
profitably, thereby enabling employees, communities, and 
neighbors to work, enjoy life, and prosper." 
Some corporations intentionally seek to establish a 
particular type of identity with the company. All companies 
have some type of identity. Many companies, especially the 
small or medium sized organizations, may not be aware of 
th~ir ide~tity, but they do have one. Either intentionally or 
unintentionally, corporations establish various patterns of 
relationships. 
Patterns of Relationships 
Organizational members within any company are con-
stantly interacting with subordinates, superordinates, and 
parallel organizational members. Thus, the level of 
interaction may vary and typically might include a staff 
specialist who interacts with the first-line supervisor or top 
manager. Likewise, the first-line supervisor primarily might 
communicate with his subordinates and parallel supervisors. 
Even though the level of interaction will vary, the type of 
interaction remains fairly constant. Thus, if someone's 
superordinate or peers react in a specific way, then there is a 
strong tendency for that person to react with their 
subordinates in a similar manner, If one's fellow worker or 
boss is very "business-like" or is "casual," then there is a 
te~d~ncy to imitate that style of management. Obviously, 
this 1s not a perfect correlation, but the more similar the 
personalities, the more likely the relationship. A similar type 
of relationship exists between parallel organizational 
members within a company. When one line or staff person 
reacts to an "equal" in some manner, the other person has a 
tendency to "pass it on" to other "equals." 
There is a variety of factors that help establish the identity 
?f a. corporation. The prime agents in establishing this 
1dent1ty are upper management and the central executive 
officer (CEO) of each organization. These individuals, either 
through a conscious awareness or through intuitive 
response, primarily shape each organization's identity. The 
reasons for the establishment of the identity are open to 
speculation, but th~re are several possibilities. Some have 
suggested that establishing this type of "sameness" is a 
form of asexual reproduction. Many CEO's who exert 
control will tend to "reproduce" similar types of members 
with the organization. Although less exotic, but just as 
probable, is the suggestion that many CEO's and upper 
management develop a specific perception of the "right" 
way of doing business. This includes a bias on how their 
organizational members should interact among them-
selves and with others outside the organization. 
To develop the ability to understand and recognize the 
type of corporate identity that exists within an organization, 
one needs to concentrate on observing several key 
elements. These key elements include: ( 1) organizational 
rituals, (2) formality index, (3) acceptable conversation, (4) 
physical relationships, (5) flow of communication, (6) 
candor, . (7) conflicts and resolutions, (8) management 
assumptions, and (9) level of listening and feedback. 
In a_ny ~ituation or organizational relationship, there is an 
organizational etiquette that exists. At the basic level these 
organizational rituals are expected to be followed, a~d any 
employee who does not understand or adhere to these 
relationships will be considered an "outsider." At the most 
simple level, there are the ordinary good morning's, 
goodbye's, hello's, and thank you's that each member 
expects from fellow employees. Some corporations seek 
ve_ry cordial and cheerful contacts, while others expect very 
brief and business-like interactions. This is one of the 
reasons why many new employees feel uncomfortable at 
the beginning of a new job. It takes time to intuitively 
understand and adopt an organization's rituals, especially 
when they are different from those of one's previous 
employer. The employee who is insensitive to these rituals 
may not feel "at home" and others may perceive that 
person as being "cold" or too "laid back." 
The second element of an organization's identity could be 
referred to as the formality index. This, even more than the 
previous factor, helps express the intentional or uninten-
t!onal corporate identity. In relationships between organiza-
tional members, one can judge the formality of the company 
by the way each person interacts with others. A very formal 
atmosphere can be seen with frequent reference to fellow 
organizational members as Mr. and Ms. This is a multi-level 
relationship, since in some organizations it is considered 
acceptable to refer to fellow parallel members as Mr. or Ms. 
In some cases, however, the members of the same 
organizational level will expect a less formal approach. This 
could vary from using only the person's first name, such as 
Bob, John, or Alice. to the use of nicknames such as B.J., 
R.D., etc. In very informal settings, one will even hear 
frequent terms such as, "Hey, you!" Even though one set of 
formality relationship exists between subordinates or 
parallel managers, there may be another set for one's 
superordinates. In many cases, the subordinates are 
expected to respond to them as Mister, Doctor, or even Sir. 
Another element of an organization's identity would be 
referred to as acceptable conversation. Whenever corporate 
personnel congregate, the typical topics of discussion 
between organizational members can be limited to a few 
broad areas. In some organizations there may be a great 
deal of reference to work-related topics. These topics may 
center around marketing, economics, competition, and 
future or past problems. On the other hand, in some 
organizations the conversational topics may not be work 
related. If so, the topics might include leisure hobbies 
(including the corporate hobby, golf) or some other topi~ 
such as hunting, fishing, running, sports, or politics. 
Regardless of whether the primary topic is work or 
non-work, there is often a favorite "in" topic of 
congregating personnel. One can develop a roughestirnate 
of the cohesive strength of the corporate identity oy noting 
the result~ of those who have a grasp of the "in" topic. For 
example, 1f top management has a favorite topic, how do 
they react to ones who do not share the same favorite topic? 
An extremely inflexible organization may give preferential 
treatment to those individuals who know what topics to 
discuss. Those individuals who do not use the acceptable 
conversation may not be considered to be "real" members 
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of the organization. On the other hand, those who share top 
management's favorite topics may end up with the most 
frequent promotions and pay raises. 
Physical relationship is another factor of the corporate 
identity. Everyone has heard of the "pecking order." 
Organizations establish physical barriers and patterns so as 
to project the correct relationship . In analyzing an 
organization, one needs to be aware of the physical 
arrangements. For example, in most organizations there are 
certain groups who are located in close proximity. This 
might include marketing, purchasing, accounting, or some 
other group located close to the top managers. If some 
specific group is consistently located in this arrangement, 
then chances are they will exert considerable influence 
within the organization . However, not all close contact 
means influence. In some cases, where there is a distrustful 
or authoritarian relationship, many "necessary evils" are put 
close to the supervisor, so the manager can "keep an eye on 
those people." Thus, one would want to know if verbal and 
nonverbal communication, such as eye contact, is of a 
critical and evaluative nature or whether it is of approval and 
support. Observing the eye contact between organizational 
members is one way of developing an understanding of 
organizational relationships. For instance, in contact 
between subordinates and superordinates, do the sub-
ordinates look directly at their superiors or other managers? 
On the other hand, is there a noticeable lack of eye contact 
between different groups? If so, there may be an "in group" 
with other groups nonverbally acknowledging t:1eir inferi-
ority or low pecking order. Physical touching and 
inner-movement (does everyone have their own cubicle?) 
are other relationships worth mentioning. 
In attempting to understand the corporate identity, one 
needs to be aware of the flow of communication. As with 
the rituals, one can develop a sense of the organizational 
relationships by analyzing the pace of interpersonal 
messages. For example, in corporations the discussions 
petween members may range from slow to fast. Likewise, 
the formal and informal messages may be simple and direct, 
or they may be preceded by lengthy background and lead-in 
material. Sometimes the pace may be one of urgency, or it 
may be one of leisurely seeking and giving of information. 
Employees may have a habit of sitting down and closing 
doors for a discussion, or the discussions can take place in 
an atmosphere of continuous movement. This usually 
occurs where organizational members always seem on the 
move and "going and coming" when they give and take 
messages. 
The level of candor is another element of organizational 
identity. No organization exhibits complete openness and 
mutual sharing of information about the goals, objectives, 
and directions of the company. However, most organiza-
tions do not exhibit total secrecy. The number and groups 
which have access to the company's important information 
usually have a great deal of power. Either unintentionally or 
intentionally, organizations choose who and what groups 
will receive and have access to corporate information. The 
information includes such areas as pay raises, capital 
expenditures, and projected expansions and reductions. 
One has some idea of the amount of candor or open 
disclosure by evaluating the strength and frequency of 
"grapevine" information. Most organizational members 
want to know what is going on within the company. If upper 
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management does not provide people with this information, 
they will create their own information. Frequently, this 
grapevine information is full of half-truths and hearsay, but 
it does provide some accurate information. One could 
expect a great deal more information to be transmitted by 
the grapevine when the organization is more secretive and 
makes a practice of "restricted information." Those 
organizations which seem especially prone to this grapevine 
information include the military and large corporations 
which appear to face various crisis situations. In both cases, 
the formal information that most subordinates receive is 
limited, but the informal grapevine information is frequent. 
Conflict resolution is yet another part of the identity. To 
isolate this variable one would want to know if personnel 
tend to ignore or avoid conflicts. Similarly, does the 
organization have a tendency to resolve conflicts, or do 
personnel just seek to avoid them? 
Management assumptions also demonstrate the corpor-
ate identity. The organization may place great emphasis on 
McGregor's Theory X assumptions. This includes the use of 
punishment and threats to motivate personnel. On the 
other hand, Theory Y assumptions would place greater 
emphasis on rewarding and positively reinforcing personnel. 
For instance, corporations with Theory Y assumptions 
would show a strong tendency to provide mutual forms of 
optimism, support, and compliments between personnel. 
The last variable is the level of listening and feedback 
between personnel within the organization. In some 
organizations there is a great deal of stress put upon 
obtaining feedback about problems. The primary way this is 
accomplished is through mutual listening to employees. At 
the other end of the scale, some companies avoid or ignore 
the input of personnel. 
These are just some of the elements that are involved in a 
corporation's own unique identity. The conformity to these 
codes of conduct shapes the uniformity within the 
organization. Some organizations emphasize strict compli-
ance and are well-known for their composite image. Many 
even go so far as establishing dress codes and only recruit 
individuals with specific personality attributes. Likewise, 
some even suggest specific times to take coffee breaks and 
"suggest" that their members join specific organizations. 
The ability of organizations to tolerate nonconformity is also 
easily seen. A corporation that has a more varied or flexible 
identity would be expected to employ more "different" 
personnel. These personnel could include those with 
unusual length of hair, beards, or more casual dress. More 
important would be the range of different personalities and 
attitudes of the organizational members. 
Effects of Corporate Identity on Education 
Nontraditional adult educators exist, because top 
corporate officials believe that their own personnel can best 
train their own employees in what is important to the 
company. This includes exposure to company educators 
who project their specialized corporate identity instead of a 
heterogeneous identity of formal education institutions, that 
has both desirable and undesirable verbal and nonverbal 
ingredients. As such, there are solid reasons for why there 
are nontraditional educators. 
For the traditional adult educator, this presents both 
problems and promises of future contribution to the 
growing corporate educational program. To answer the 
second question of "Why can't the corporate educational 
needs be satisfied within the traditional education setting?" 
there are several factors to consider. The key to determining 
if universities, community colleges, and technical institu-
tions can increase their role as a corporate educator of 
adults rests with the educational institution's ability to 
convince corporate leaders of their ability to specifically 
educate corporate adults. If these institutions want to have 
a greater part in educating the corporate adult, then 
management must believe that the educational institutions 
can package and specialize educational programs which 
emphasize the qualities that are important to that 
corporation. This entails greater cooperation and consulta-
tion with business leaders than has usually existed. Formal 
educational institutions will need to actively seek out advice 
and help from corporate leaders in designing their 
curriculum. The use of attitude surveys and personnel 
contact between business and educational leaders will be an 
important factor in isolating programs that are acceptable to 
the corporation . 
Already, many institutions seem to be able to isolate 
particular programs which emphasize the corporate identity 
that a particular corporation desires. For instance, the 
Adolph Coors Company has made arrangements with the 
Communuity College of Denver to offer courses that lead to 
an Associate of Arts degree in Economics. The courses 
include Introduction to Economics and Consumer Eco-
nomics. Several other companies such as Ford Motor 
Company and Du Pont have specific co-op programs. Thus, 
the traditional adult educator and the institutions which 
seek greater input into these types of programs must closely 
associate with and learn to understand and emphasize the 
specific factors of the corporation's identity. 
A Rationale and Methodology for Assessing 
and Awarding Credit for Experiential Learning 
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Many of us feel assured that experiential learning is of 
great value for the growth and learning of our students. For 
instance, we feel assured that students enrolled in a 
cooperative education program acquire valuable knowledge 
and skills in their work experience, as well as in their 
academic classes . However, as we know, this feeling of 
assurance is not enough. We are often pressed to describe 
a proper rationale and methodology for legitimately giving 
academic credit to such experiential learning within the 
traditional system of college catalogue CO\,Jrse credits. Do 
we simply give a lump sum credit allotment to a student's 
per hour field or work experience? Should students get 
credit just according to the amount of time they put in? 
Don 't we want to credit a quality of experience, not simply 
the quantity of it? But, how do we assess such quality and 
allot credit to it? Often, our colleagues argue that, e.g ., the 
work experience in a cooperative education program should 
not receive academic credit; students get salaries (or 
should) for such work experiences - that's their reward, 
not academic credit. Those of us who believe in the great 
value of experiential learning have sometimes attempted to 
answer such a challenge by identifying those specific quality 
experiences that should count for credit. However, how can 
we be assured (and assure others) that the identified quality 
of experience has been obtained? And, further, even if we 
can be assured that the student has gone through the 
specified quality of experience, how do we assess in a 
reliable way the supposed knowledge and competencies 
acquired so that legitimate credit can be granted. 
II A Viable Rationale 
We might be on better ground for defending the awarding 
of credit for experiential learning if we offer a rationale from 
a different tack. What we must focus on is not "the having 
gone through experiences," no matter how valuable or 
standardized - but, instead, try to provide a way to assess 
that there has been "education" and "learning" from these 
experiences. Our opponents are correct: having had 
experience, i.e. working in a bank, or in a school, or in 
industry or business (no matter how long) often counts for 
naught. Only some experiences, had in some ways, are an 
"education," provide "learning ." What we need to argue is 
that credit should be awarded not to certain experiences, 
but to the ability to process experience and transfer 
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cognitive and affective perceptions. After all, the latter 
description is what we all generally mean by "education" 
and "learning." There's a big difference between the 
student who just goes through an experience, and one who 
can look at it, process it, analyze it, put it into language and 
thereby "own" it. The latter student can generalize from 
his/her experience, ma~e analogies from the familiar to the 
unfamiliar, (how the philosophy of science defines 
"explanation"), transfer the experience, and apply it. What 
we ordinarily mean by honoring mere data with the term 
knowledge is that, when we have "knowledge" we do not 
have a simple perception but we can eye differences or 
similarities among perceptions and give this sight some 
language that can capture relations midst our fleeting 
experiences. We cannot, and should not, give credit for 
mere data or experiences, no matter how valuable we may 
deem them to be. Instead, it is to the ability to process and 
transfer experience that we should allot credit. 
That this point is not so complicated, nor necessarily 
philosophical can be demonstrated considering the follow-
ing two responses to the question: "How was your day?" 
John: "Fine, I don't know what it was, but everything just 
went well." 
Frank: "Fine, I was able to stay systematic, I handled 
some frustrating tasks, I realized what got me angry, and 
expressed it constructively; I noticed that when I talk too 
fast, people tend to ... 
We can recognize the more knowledgeable response 
immediately. Frank can take account of his experience, 
identify parts of it, describe it in language, and make use of 
it. On the other hand, John's experiences merely happen to 
him ("everything ... went well"). Kant said it: "Experience 
without concepts is blind." Unlike Frank, John cannot 
notice similarities and differences, conceptualize his 
experience, and give it language. In this sense, John's 
experience, no matter how good his day was, is "blind." 
Viewed in this light, we can better understand why 
certain aspects of the "sensitivity training" movement in the 
1960's lost their educational respectability. Participants on 
such training weekends would often report a kind of 
"Wow!" about their experiences yet usually find themselves 
feeling somewhat depressed and disappointed back home. 
Often, they would be unable to explain what it was that was 
so good, or unable to apply much of their experience after 
the weekend. In short, many of these people found that 
they were unable to process their experience and transfer 
much learning. As a result, such experiential exercises have 
frequently been discredited and replaced by training 
exercises that are now both didactic and experiential, and 
analogous to real life situations (simulations). 
For the same reason, we value the student-teacher who 
may not teach a good lesson, but can state what he/she 
would do differently next time - over the student-teacher 
who may teach a good lesson but can only attribute the 
success to luck. Here, we give credit not to the quality of 
experience (the farmer's quality was even poorer), nor to 
having gone through it, but to the former student-teacher's 
ability to become his or her own supervisor (process and 
transfer the experience). Socrates' seemingly rambling talks 
and experiences did not receive their full credit until Plato 
was able to give the Socratic experiences systematic 
language, analysis, and application by writing them down. 
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As a matter of fact, before Plato's dialogues, Socrates was 
mortally discredited. 
Ill A Suggested Methodology 
Let's assume we have a student enrolled in a typical 
cooperative education program where she not only takes 
traditional college courses for credit but also, as part of this 
program, works at a field worksite (e.g., in industry). By 
what methods, according to our above rationale, might we 
award her credit for her field work experiences? As I see it, 
the student would need to demonstrate five general 
competencies. She would need to demonstrate that she is 
able to: 
1) identify aspects of her experiences 
2) find appropriate language for what she identifies 
3) discover various relations in her experiences 
4) view her experiences from other perspectives 
5) apply these experiences to new situations and advise 
herself. 
How might the student demonstrate 1) above? She might 
be asked to make a list of, e.g., the feelings that she has on 
the job, or has about the job. It is well known that one of the 
most therapeutic activities in any kind of counseling is 
attempting- to identify one's feelings. These are the subtle 
subjective events that often go unnoticed yet influence so 
much of our behavior and relationships with others. Or, she 
might be asked to identify both the explicit, written 
demands of her job, and the implicit demands, mores, or 
obligations. Or, she might be asked to notice aspects or 
stages of group processes in the world of work, or the 
functional roles people play in these groups. Could she 
analyze any of these into aspects or parts? Any of these 
activities would demonstrate her ability to identify aspects 
of her field work experiences. 
How might the student demonstrate 2) above: "find 
appropriate language for what she identifies"? She might be 
asked to keep a journal, or periodically give an oral report 
about her work experience. These requirements would force 
her to find written and/or oral language that describes her 
experiences. Or, if what needs to be described is not 
ideational, she might be asked to draw a picture of the 
experience, or represent it in colors. or as a statue, or a 
collage. She might be asked to create a series of questions 
that she can ask other students that would give answers 
about business systems, or commodities, and services. She 
might be asked not only to create a series of questions but 
to conduct a whole interview on a specific job-related topic. 
Or, she might be assigned the obligation that she herself be 
interviewed by at least three other students involved in 
similar field work experiences. Any of these activities would 
demonstrate her ability to find appropriate language for 
describing her experiences. 
How might the student demonstrate 3) above: "discover 
various relations in her experience"? She might be asked to 
discover similarities and differences, e.g., between leader-
ship styles among various bosses or supervisors. Or, she 
might be asked to categorize services, commodities, or 
tasks according to various criteria. She might even try to 
construct a sociogram of her co-workers according to who 
supports whom, or draw some kind of diagram that 
"pictures" various relations on her job. Or, she might be 
asked to prioritize, e.g., tasks, in order of the easiest to the 
most difficult, or in terms of deadlines. Any of these 
activities would demonstrate her ability to discover various 
relations in her experiences. 
How might the student demonstrate 4) above: "view her 
experiences from other perspectives"? She might be asked 
to write a letter describing her job from her supervisor's 
point of view. Or, she might even be asked to reverse roles 
with her supervisor (speak to herself as if she were sitting in 
her supervisor's seat) and give herself some feedback. Or, 
she might try to view her work or relationships from the 
point of view of her co-workers. She might be asked to 
make believe it is five years later, and ask herself: a) where 
are you? b) still in the same job? c) why? d) did you make 
any mistakes back then, five years ago? etc. Any of these 
activities would demonstrate her ability to view her 
experiences from other perspectives. 
How might the student demonstrate 5) above: "apply 
these experiences to new situations and advise herself" ? 
She might simply be asked after each week at work: If you 
had to do anything over again this week at work, what 
would you do over, why, and how? Or the student might be 
taught a specific concept, e.g., "cognitive dissonance," 
and asked to apply or relate it to something that reminds her 
of situations on her job. Or one might present her with 
various descriptions of on-the-job problems, and ask her to 
problem solve these either orally or in a written paper. Or, 
she might be asked to give herself advice: if you were your 
own supervisor what would you advise in these various 
situations?" All of these requests might be answered in a 
term paper or project report. They would indicate a level of 
attained self reliance, where the student is able to process 
and transfer her own experiences to such a graduated level 
that she can monitor and help herself. This would indicate 
the ability to apply experience to new situations and advise 
one's self. 
In conclusion, I would hope that skeptics find the 
rationale described above substantive, and that my readers 
find in my suggested methodolgy possibilities for docu-
menting and awarding credit for experiential learning within 
the traditional academic system. 
Productive Articulation Through Coordinated 
and Well Defined Policies and Practices 
Chalmers Archer, Jr. 
A persistent ~nd cur~ently_growing issue in education is the lack of flexibility, cooperation, 
and clearly defined art,culat,on program policies and practices within and among the various 
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"Since effective educational articulation is a process 
of systematically moving students within, among, and 
between all levels ef education, it is essential that 
there exist clearly defined policies and practices which 
allow and encourage students to move, smoothly, and 
progressively toward their educational potential." 
Challenging times demand educational efficiency, to 
deal with tough issues and new problems. A body of 
knowledge, cooperation, organization, and awareness of 
the environment are the resources we use to meet chal-
lenges to solve the problems. We must increase our efforts 
to identify and educate more of the talent of this nation. 
This requires programs that will give assurances that no 
student of ability will be denied an opportunity for higher 
education. The challenge is to elementary schools, high 
schools, and colleges to help them find the way. 
The transition process from one educational level to 
another is really one of making the step into another phase 
of life, and is never an easy one. This is where the 
professional counselor at each level comes to the forefront . 
Those individuals have the professional expertise to bring 
expectation to reconciliation - while meeting the needs of 
students qnd others and always taking into account 
numerous factors that play a part in that process. 
Elementary school, high school, and college counselors 
themselves, are the most qualified to alert students to the 
bumps and gaps during their transition from elementary 
school to high school to college. These persons have the 
access to information that, when shared in an appropriate 
manner, can help difficult decisions become informed ones. 
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The one ingredient that may be missing is collaboration of 
the three educational levels - elementary, secondary, and 
college. 
Cooperation between levels of education can best be 
achieved when each level within the total spectrum of 
education establishes clearly defined policies and practices. 
Those policies and practices should be put into effect so 
that they will both support and encourage students to reach 
their full educational capacity. 
An effective voluntary articulation program must have a 
philosophy of cooperation and flexibility. Room must be 
allowed for handling unusual and individual transfer 
situations. The prevailing assumption in most quarters 
today, is that voluntary cooperative guidelines are most 
effective. This type of approach is based on mutual respect 
and has proven to be more capable than mandatory 
statewide policies enforced by centralized state authority. 
Any good articulation plan should reflect a joint 
agreement on the basic principle that students should be 
able to move from one level to the next with normal 
progress. In addition, the plan should stipulate that all 
students, both transfer and non-transfer, who maintain a 
satisfactory level of academic performance would be able to 
progress normally. This would mean advancing toward the 
baccalaureate degree without running into arbitrary barriers 
to their progress. 
A major tenet of successful articulation is cooperation. 
This characteristic can readily be noted in certain effective 
joint arrangements made by heads of educational levels who 
are responsible for student counseling and placement. But 
cooperation must transcend any one particular area to 
assure successful programs. 
Other traits of importance are clearly stated admissions 
criteria or standards, communication, and institutional 
integrity. Most states with two-year college statewide 
systems and many four-year institutions issue regular 
bulletins dealing with admissions and transfer information, 
curricular developments, service and facilities, and other 
topics valuable to those contemplating transfer. Statewide 
and institutional conferences have also proven to be 
important for successful programs. Institutional integrity, 
without a doubt, is quite essential in developing successful 
agreements. This integrity should include the elementary 
and secondary schools and both the two and four-year 
colleges. It usually serves well for the overall agreement 
process, if, say, the two-year college is given responsibility 
for assuring that the A.A.S. Degree, Diploma, and the 
Certificate of Completion indicate a reasonable compe-
tence. The four-year institution could be responsible for 
assuring that the transfer student has an equal chance to 
complete work in his major, and if desired, receive a 
bachelor's or other degree. It is helpful too, if statements are 
included suggesting a mutual guarantee of institutional 
integrity. 
In successful contracts, flexibility is also present. 
Flexibility in no sense of the word means a lack of 
competence, only that certain give-and-take allowances are 
permitted. Many of the rigidities common in past decades 
should be replaced by more yielding transfer allowances. 
Flexibility 1s a definite requirement for successful articula-
tion. 
Joint, cooperative programs should provide for career 
services that will enable students to define, prepare for, and 
realize their individual career objectives. Career planning is a 
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developmental process of the student. Therefore, as a part 
of the educational experience, career counseling and 
placement should be available during the entire period of a 
student's academic involvement. This encompasses activi-
ties such as developing and teaching career planning 
courses; career counseling of individuals and of groups, 
including the development of decision-making skills 
important for life-long planning; maintaining career informa-
tion libraries as well as sponsoring career information 
programs. 
Good articulation programs recognize and evaluate 
previous educational attainments, both life experience and 
formal instruction, as means of granting appropriate 
placement and requirements. It is necessary in the program, 
to deal with relatively new problems and opportunities 
presented by mobile and older adult students. 
An articulation arrangement must provide for continuity 
of instruction in and between levels of educational 
institutions. Along with this continuity, there should be 
established and appropriate guidance, counseling, testing, 
and advisement practices to assure opportunity for 
individuals to reach their highest potential. 
A very positive step forward in the cooperation of 
institutional levels has been to require only the necessary 
paperwork and documentation in the transfer process. This 
has proven to be true in dealing with transfers from 
secondary schools to the two-year college level. It has been 
especially true in the movement between institutions of 
higher education. 
When cooperating levels arrange for a mutual exchange 
of information between institutions for the purpose of 
assessing or redirecting programs, it paves the way for the 
following necessary program functions: clearly defining 
program and course objective criteria; scheduling college 
and school meetings for the purpose of addressing 
meaningful curriculum programming; and reviewing mini-
mum student competency levels. 
Joint cooperative planning committees have proven to be 
quite effective in successful programs. These committees 
have worked well in identifying student remedial needs and 
the planning of programs to meet those needs. The 
committees have also been very effective in preparing 
orientation of new student groups and providing continuity 
in assessing the validity of all requirements. 
Articulation and coordination offer a possible way out 
from under the burden of the increasing cost of education. 
We can no longer afford strict institutional autonomy. While 
the present status of articulation and cooperation move-
ment in higher education bodes well for the future, a 
comparabl_e effort has yet to be carried out on behalf of 
elementary and secondary education. There is need for 
educational leadership in both elementary and secondary 
education to demonstrate a willingness to grapple with the 
issues of autonomy, centralized decision making, and 
bureaucratic demand. Resolving these issues will not be 
easy. But the potential return on the investment will fully 
justify the effort. 
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Students' Perceptions of Their 
Teachers' Expectations 
David Alan Thurn 
Previous naturalistic classroom studies of teacher expectation effects on student 
achievement offer mixed results . One possible explanation for the ambiguous results may be 
that the students taking part in these studies were not accurately perceiving their teachers ' 
expectations . Using a self report instrument administered to students and teachers , this study 
examines the accuracy with which the students perceive their teachers ' expectations for them in 
terms of ability and effort. Analysis of the results indicates that there is a modest correlation 
between the teacher's expectation and the student's perception of this expectation . Scatterplot 
analysis shows that the students who are rated high by their teacher tend to underestimate 
while those students with low ratings tend to overestimate their teachers ' expectations for both 
ability and effort. 
David Alan Thurn teaches 
expository writing, research , 
and American literature in the 
Chicago Public School Sys-
tem . 
The idea that a student's performance could be altered by 
the expectations of his teacher is enticing in its apparent 
simplicity. According to this idea, if a teacher expects his 
students to do excellent work they will work hard to meet 
these expectations. Those students from whom the teacher 
does not expect very much will perform at this expected low 
level . 
Although this idea seems straightforward, the numerous 
naturalistic classroom studies which have tested it offer 
mixed results. Because there have been excellent reviews of 
teacher expectation literature elsewhere (See Brophy & 
Good, 1974 and Braun, 1976 for two excellent reviews), this 
paper will only briefly mention the most salient studies. 
Even though the authors make no claim for originality, 
perhaps the seminal work in the area of teacher expectancy 
is Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson's book, 
Pygmalion in the Classroom ( 1968). Their study focused on 
the change in student IQ scores which resulted from 
increased teacher expectations. The researchers randomly 
chose 20 percent of the students at "Oak" school and 
labeled them as "spurters" or "bloomers" (i.e., those 
students who were supposed to do especially well 
during the next year). The teachers were informed of 
this "fact" and the experimenters waited for the results. The 
researchers claimed that the analysis of the results showed 
that the "bloomers" made significant gains. They further 
claimed that this was due to the expectations of the teacher. 
Although this work has been often criticized (see Elashoff 
and Snow, 1971 ), it was successful in generating a plethora 
of studies which attempt to sharpen the theory that a 
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teacher's expectations could alter his students' perfor-
mances. A few of the studies which showed a positive 
relationship between the high teacher expectations and 
student response include: Kester and Letchworth (1972), 
Page ( 1971), Rist ( 1970), Good ( 1970), and Jeter and Davis 
(1973). There are fewer studies which showed no 
relationship between high teacher expectations and student 
response . These include: Claiborn (1969), Jose and Cody 
(1971), Medinnus and Unruh (1971), and Evertsen, Brophy 
and Good (1972 and 1973). 
Meichenbaum, Bowers, and Ross (1969) replicated the 
Pygmalion study in an attempt to examine the mediating 
variables which underlie the teacher expectancy effects. 
Their study is an improvement because they used more 
complex teacher-student groups in a longer time period. 
They also made certain that the teachers knew who the 
"bloomers" were: something that Rosenthal and Jacobson 
had been criticized for not doing. 
These researchers had observers recording both teacher 
behavior and student behavior in classrooms. After a base 
line period, in which 2,528 pairs of observations were made, 
the teachers were informed that some of their students 
appeared to be "bloomers." The teachers and researchers 
held a meeting where the information about the "bloomers" 
was disseminated and the teachers seemed to accept the 
"test results." More classroom observations were conduct-
ed and by comparing the observations of the base period 
with those of the experimental period, the researchers noted 
that the bloomers had significantly increased their academic 
performance as assessed by objectively scored examina-
tions. In addition, two of the four teachers significantly 
increased positive interactions with the bloomers; the third 
teacher significantly decreased the percent of positive 
interactions with the bloomers while demonstrating no 
change toward the controls, and the fourth teacher 
decreased her negative interactions with the bloomers. 
A 1971 study by Seaver focused on the academic 
performance of students in response to "naturally induced" 
teacher expectations. Seaver investigated a possible 
expectancy effect due to the teacher's prior experience in 
teaching a child's older sibling. From student records at two 
elementary schools, 79 pairs of siblings were separated 
according to whether or not the same teacher had taught 
both siblings. They then were further separated into "good" 
or "bad" categories on the basis of their first grade IQ, 
Stanford Achievement scores, and grade point average. 
Within the four-fold classification, younger siblings were 
then compared using six Stanford Achievement Test 
subtests and grade point averages for grade 1. Four of the 
subtests showed significant interaction; younger siblings of 
good students obtained higher achievement scores if 
assigned to their sibling's teacher than if assigned to a 
different teacher. Younger siblings of poor students did 
better with new teachers than their peers did with the 
teachers who had had their older siblings. 
Meanwhile, other studies were investigating the effects of 
teacher expectations on the teachers. In a study related to 
Rosenthal and Jacobson's, Beez (1970) focused on the 
effect of expectations upon the actions of the teacher. In 
this experiment, graduate students were given faked 
psychological evaluations of children whom they were 
expected to teach. Beez found that the teachers who were 
given the "high" students tended to teach more than those 
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whose students were labeled as "low." Other research 
which focused on teacher effects (Brophy & Good 1974, 
Robovits and Maehr 1971, 1973) offers mixed results which 
lead Brophy and Good to conclude "susceptibility to 
teacher-expectation effects is an individual difference 
variable, and data are needed to identify the teacher 
characteristics which make teachers more or less suscepti-
ble to such effects." 
Another possible explanation for the ambiguous results 
reported in those studies concerned with student outcomes 
may be that the students were not accurately perceiving 
their teacher's expectations. Because there are numerous 
reasons why a student may misunderstand his teacher, 
some care should have been directed at determining 
whether or not the student was accurately perceiving the 
teacher's expectations. Nowhere in these reports do we 
read that the student was asked what he thought the 
teacher's expectations were. When the student was 
considered, he was usually regarded in terms of outcome 
variables such as higher test scores, greater number of tasks 
completed, significantly more handraisings, and others. 
Had these researchers given greater consideration to the 
student's perceptions of the teacher's expectations, they 
may have found that a large number of students did not 
perceive accurately. If this is true, then the students were 
responding to something other than their teacher's 
expectations. The problem which is characteristic of 
previous research and which is central to this study is the 
paucity of information about the student's accuracy of 
perception. This study intends to provide more information 
regarding the effect of teacher expectations upon student 
behavior by asking if students are aware of their teacher's 
expectations. 
In this paper, the term "expectation" means all verbal 
and nonverbal communication which informs or is intended 
to inform the perceiver that a certain type of behavior is 
anticipated . It is assumed that the teacher's expectations for 
a student will mirror the assessment of that student's ability 
and effort. Communication involves three parts: the sender, 
the medium, and the receiver. Any one of the three could 
carry expectations. One example of an unusually direct 
communication would be the teacher saying to John, "I 
think that you are brilliant." The sender is the teacher, the 
medium is the language, and the receiver is John. It is 
important to consider a few of the things which might 
confuse this apparently simple message. Assuming that the 
teacher is sincere in his remark and is not being sarcastic, 
and also assuming that John is paying attention and actually 
hears his teacher, there are a number of things which John 
might do in response. First, he may feel flattered and think 
that he will try harder. Previous expectation research would 
probably predict this result. Second, John may feel flattered 
and think that he can work a little less because he has 
successfully convinced the teacher that he is brilliant. Third, 
John may feel embarrassed because his friends are in that 
class and he doesn't like to be singled out for his academic 
prowess. He may decide to prove that he is "one of the 
boys" by doing poorly on the next test. Fourth, John may 
feel insulted because he thinks that he detects a note of 
sarcasm in his teacher's voice. John doesn't usually think of 
himself as being brilliant and wonders what he did wrong to 
deserve his teacher's sarcasm. There are other possible 
ways in which John may respond, but the point is that a 
researcher viewing this interchange would normally not 
know John's thoughts. Furthermore, it is likely that the 
actual teacher would not be as direct as the teacher in this 
example. Therefore, a strong possibility exists that the 
researcher may misinterpret any overt response on John's 
part. 
The hypothesis tested in this study is that students will 
not be accurate in their perception of their teacher's 
expectations. Implicit in the hypothesis is the anticipation 
that certain students will be more accurate in perceiving 
their teacher's expectations and that there will be variables 
which may account for the differences in perception 
accuracy. 
Method 
The sample was taken during September and December 
at a small independent school located within a large 
midwestern city. The racial composition of grades 10-12, 
the grades which are used in this study, was less than 7% 
minority. Yearly tuition for these three grades is $2,780 
which does not include expenses for books, insurance, or 
music lessons. The school is debt free .and offers financial 
aid in the form of grants and low interest, deferred payment 
loans to qualified students of lower economic background. 
Although one student in seven received financial aid for the 
1979-1980 school year (the average grant was half-tuition), 
the student body is largely upper middle class with 60.7% of 
the major wage earners included in the first category of the 
Hollingshead and Redlich occupational scale and an 
additional 18.8% included in the second category. 
All applicants to the school are required to take a mental 
ability test and an achievement test in both reading and 
mathematics and successful candidates usually have test 
scores falling in the upper third of national norms. Many of 
the students involved in this study have been on campus 
since elementary school and may have had their present 
teacher for a course earlier in their academic career. 
Five English teachers and their entire classes took part in 
the study. The teachers' total experience is 69 years with a 
range of from 2-28 years. Their total years teaching at this 
school is 44 with a range of 0-27. Each teacher has four 
classes a day with approximately 11-16 students per class. 
The 1979-1980 average class size was 12.9 students. 
The instrument 
The questionnaire was constructed by using a combina-
tion of original questions and questions which were taken 
from other sources. These latter questions were either 
modified or edited from larger questionnaires. For example, 
the Rotter I E instrument provided the basis for the locus of 
control items and the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory 
was used in determining the self-esteem items. The 
questionnaire was administered in a pilot study and 
modified into its present form. The first group of eight 
questions asks the student to use a 1-5 scale to describe 
how he thinks his teacher rates him on certain items. These 
include "total effort demonstrated in class, effort spent 
studying for tests, effort to understand what is being 
discussed in class, ability to answer the difficult questions 
and general ability for doing classwork of this type ." The 
rating scale runs from "well below average" through 
"average" and up to "well above average." 
While the students responded to specific statements, 
their teachers used a 1-5 scale to rate each student in terms 
of general ability and effort. This was done out of 
consideration for the teacher who may resent having to rate 
each student on eight similar items. Because the teacher 
has more experience in rating students, it seemed 
unnecessary to provide specific items for the teachers. 
The administration 
The questionnaire was administered twice. In the 
September administration the researcher introduced himself 
and asked the students and teacher for their help in 
completing a questionnaire which would remain completely 
confidential. After the questionnaires and answer sheets 
were distributed, the researcher instructed the students to 
provide their names and identifying information at the top. 
This section was then torn off and given to the teacher to 
record his evaluation. A number code on the torn off part, 
with matching number on the student's part, enabled the 
researcher to reunite the sections after the survey was 
completed. The teachers rated each student's ability and 
effort using a 1-5 scale. During the December administration 
the teachers were also asked to record the students' 
midterm and final grades. 
Results 
Analysis of the data supports the hypothesis. Table 1 
presents the group means for the students' perceptions and 
the teacher's expectations on the ability and effort variables 
for both the September and December questionnaires. 
Standard deviations for both students and teachers are 
small, indicating conservative ratings centering around the 
"just above average" response. 
Table 1 
Means and Standard Deviations of the Students' Perceptions and the Teachers' 






Student Perceptions Teacher Expectations 
M S.D. M S.D. 
September N = 140 
3.68 .74 3.60 
3.64 .63 3.56 
3.79 .78 3.75 
3.58 .n 3.82 





As shown in Table 2, there was a low correlation between 
the teacher's assessed student ability score (his expectation 
for the student's ability) and the student's perception of his 
teacher's assessment. This was true for both the September 
and December administrations although there was a slight 
increase in the latter. There was also a low correlation 
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between the teacher's assessed student effort score (his 
expectation for the student's effort) and the student's 
perception of his teacher's assessment. This also holds true 
for both administrations with a decrease in correlation for 
December. 
Table2 
Pearson Product Moment Correlations for Teachers and Students on the Ability 
and Effort Variables for September and December Questionnaires 
Correlaton between Teachers 
and Students on Ability 
Correlation between Teachers 







Note: All correlations are significant at p < .01 . 
However, these correlations may also hide the individual 
relationship between the teacher and student. Scatterplot 
comparisons between the teacher's assessed student ability 
score and the student's perception of his teacher's 
assessment for the September and December question-
naires (figures 1 and 2) revealed that the students who were 
rated high in ability by their teachers tend to underestimate 
their teacher's rating. The students who were rated low in 
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Figure 1. Scatterplot comparison of student perceived ability (S_ABIU vs. 
teacher assessed ability (T_ABIL) in September. 
ability by their teachers tend to overestimate their teacher's 
rating . Scatterplot comparisons between the teacher's 
assessed student effort score and the student's perception 
of his teacher's assessment for both questionnaires (figures 
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assessed effort (TEFF) in December. 
An additional question arises as to who is closer to 
"reality," the teacher or the student? In answering this 
question "reality" takes the form of an achievement test, 
School and College Ability Test (SCAT) and an intelligence 
test, Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test (OTIS). Table 3 
shows that the teachers' assessment scores had a higher 
correlation with these two test scores than did the students' 
perception scores. Although the SCAT and the OTIS 
examinations may not be measuring the types of things 
which were happening in the English classes, in spite of this 
limitation they present a more obj~ctive view of the 
students' abilities. 
Table3 
Pearson Product Moment Correlations for Students' Perceptions and Teachers' 
Expectations of Ability in Comparison with Achievement and Intelligence Test 
Results. 





Student Perceived Ability Expectation 
.345 
.273 
Note: SCAT = School and College Ability Test; OTIS = Otis Quick Scoring 
Menatal Ability Test; All correlations are significant at.£_ <,01 . 
Discussion 
The hypothesis that students will not accurately perceive 
their teacher's expectations is supported. Scatterplot 
analysis indicates that the students who were most accurate 
in their perceptions were those who were rated close to 
average by their teacher. By contrast, those students who 
were rated high in ability or effort tend to underperceive, 
while those students who were rated low in ability or effort 
tend to overestimate. There are several possible explana-
tions for this. 
First, the students of this sample are, in fact, average and 
well above average in ability. Therefore, there were no 
extreme groups with which the students can compare 
themselves. The bright student interacts with his bright 
classmates and may tend to think of himself as average. The 
slow students are not slow when compared to the national 
norm. A score on the OTIS which is two standard deviations 
below the mean IQ score for these students is still above 
100. There was only one person in the sample who scored 
below 100 on the intelligence test. 
Second, the teacher may reserve the more difficult 
questions for the bright students while giving the slower 
students the easier ones. In addition, the teacher may tend 
to probe for a better answer from the brighter students, 
giving the impression that he was not satisfied with the 
student's effort. He could be more tolerant of a slower 
student's answer, leading him to believe that he had 
answered successfully. 
Third, on the part of the highest rated students there may 
have been a sense of modesty which kept them from 
reporting their true feelings despite the assurance that their 
answers would be confidential. The slower students may 
have been reluctant to admit that they are below average. 
One implication which emerges from this research is that 
it is important to consider the accuracy of the student's 
perceptions of his teacher's expectations as well as the 
student's personality before an accurate assessment of 
achievement variation due to expectations can be 
determined. Future studies which examine achievement in 
relation to teacher expectations should first determine if the 
student accurately perceives his teacher's expectations 
before considering the effects of these expectations. 
The teacher also should be cautious about making 
general assumptions concerning the effects of expectations 
because it is likely that the student will not perceive 
accurately. 
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